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J.C. Powell
announces
retirement

April flowers
Angela Martin, right, a sophomore floriculture major from Paris and Sheri Southworth.
a junior technical horticulture major from Sunton. worked with the carnations in

By Thomas Barr
Editor
Dr. J.C. Powell Wednesday announced his intention to resign after
serving eight years as the university's
president
Powell >egan the Board of Regents
meeting by reading his resignation to
(he members.
Powell said the university will be
I.iced with many challenges and opporinnilies in the future but that. "I do
not have the energy and enthusiasm
that is equal to these future
requirements."
In "he next few years, it's gonna
laid .i president with vitality and enthusiasm." said Powell, who added
l hat ne doesn't have the kind of energy
ii takes to be president.
Powell pointed to the recent fights
with l he General Assembly as having
"taken their toll."
Powell. 58. succeeded Dr. Robert R.
Martin as the university's seventh
president in 1976.
The president said his health wasn't
Photo by Scan EHtins
a major factor in his decision except
for "hypertension caused by stress
the university's green home-Horticulture c4asse> and clubs raise many varities of that seems to peak on a biennial
flowers for various events and fund raising protects each year.
cvcle."

'Bare-bones* '84-5budget approved by regents
By Thomas BanEditor
The university's Board of Regents
approved the $57.5 million budget for
the 1984-85 fiscal year at its meeting
Wednesday.
The budget has revenues of $69.4
million slated for the upcoming year,
an increase of $656,124 over the
previous year.
According to Jim Clark, the director
of planning and budget, the state will

appropriate 49.8 percent of the needed
monies, while student tuitions and fees
will account for 18.2 percent of the projected revenues.
The new budget provides for a 2
percent raise, for all faculty and staff
members.
The state funding was less than
several board members would have
liked.
"It's a tragedy that the state
legislature doesn't realize that the best

resource is not coal or agriculture, but
the people it sends to institutions to
become educated." said John Keith, a
board member. "It's shocking what is
going on in Kentucky today. How can
we attract good teachers -- money
doesn't make good teachers but it
keeps the good ones in teaching rather
than them going into the business
world."
Robert Begley. another board
member, called it a "bare-bones

"I

Jury finds university guilty
in suit filed by former teacher
By Mark Campbell
Managing editor

A U.S. District Court jury in
Frankfort has ruled in favor of former
professor Dr. Robert K. Landrum in a
case concerning his dismissal from the
university.
The lawsuit, which was filed in June
1976, claimed that the university had
violated verbal assurances concerning
tenure from then-university President
Dr. Robert R. Martin.
According to Landrum, at the time
he was hired by the university, Martin
made a verbal agreement that he
would be considered for tenure following the end of his second year of
teaching.
. University policy concerning tenure
states that a teacher will be considered
for tenure at the end of his fifth year
•f satisfactory service.
Landrum taught management
•lasses in the university's College of
Business for two and one half years
before leaving in December 1976. At
that time he had another year on his
contract, but he said he left because of
the embarrassment concerning his
dismissal.
The jury decided last week that Martin's statements caused Landrum to
expect that he would be treated as if
he were tenured in matters concerning
the continuation of his employment.
The lawsuit is seeking $1.35 million
in damages and reinstatement at the
university.
U.S. District Judge William O.
Bertelsman deferred judgment pending a decision by the U.S. Supreme
Court on a case in Illinois.
Bertelsman was awaiting that
decision in order to decide whether
Martin had the authority to make such
an agreement and whether the university was obligated to honor it.
.The case. Vail vs. tht Secondary

Schools of Illinois, returned a decision
Monday stating that a school
administrator can make tenure
agreements contrary to the school's
written policy and that such
agreements are binding.
According to attorney John Lackey,
who represents Landrum. Bertelsman
has now instructed Landrum to
prepare an agreement for settlement
with the university within the next 15
days.
University attorney John W.

Palmore could not be reached for
comment.
Martin also could not be reach for
comment
"We will be submitting an offer to
them in the next 10 days." said
Lackey.
The university can either accept that
settlement or make a counter proposal
within 15 days after receiving it. said
Lackey.
(See FORMER. Page 171

budget."

"I'm amazed that they could put
together a budget with the uncertainty of money and rising costs," said
Begley. "The budget is a good
workable budget even though it is
tight."
"There is not a lot of new money in
the budget," said Dr. Doug Whitlock.
executive assistant to university President Dr. J.C. Powell. "We're really in
a meager continuation budget."
In other action, the board passed:
y'A proposal for a new Division of
Minority Affairs to be developed on
campus at a cost of $157,000 the first
year and $164,900 the next year.
According to Whitlock, the new
position goes with the state's
desegregation plan and will "give more
impetus to employ more black faculty members and to recruit and retain
more black undergraduate and
graduate students."
.'Projects needed to upgrade the
university.
Powell said $54,200 would be spent
to replace eight copiers.

Also, the university is going to
spend S7.000 to change the key system
in the Memorial Science. Moore and
lio.uk buildings. This move has been
made liecju«»e-of"lhe rash of thefts of
computer and laboratory equipment in
the buildings.
.'Approved $125,000 for two
microcomputers and to expand an existing system
.'Accepted the resignation of Dr.
Howard Thompson, dean of the College of Business.
.'Accepted a proposal to name
Room 108 of the library the Dick
Mayo Allen Room in honor of a former
employee of the library.
►'Approved $30,000 to begin a
project which would study problems
with the heating and cooling systems
in university buildings.
.'Approved honorary degress for
two people including: John Palmore.
retired chief justice of the Kentucky
Supreme Court and Dr. Thomas C.
Hearndon. a retired professor of
chemistry at the university.

The resignation is to take effect Jan.
I. 1985; however. Powell will be
grunted terminal leave until June 30,
1985. During this time. Powell would
available for consultation to the new
president.
According to Powell, he decided
some lime ago to retire and he felt this
was an appropriate time to announce
the retirement. He said this would
allow the search committee eight
months to find a successor and it
would allow the new president an opportunity to take part in the
budgetary processes.
Powell
said
his
major
accomplishments are handing out the
degrees and watching the student.<progress and the university moving
into the highly technical fields.
After accepting Powell's resignation, the board presented a resolution
concerning the selection process for •>
new president.
"I think we all have mixed emotions
about the statement that has been
made." said Billy Joe Phelps. the
chairman of the board.
Phelps then outlined the selection
process to his fellow members.
The Presidential Search Committee
will consist of Phelps and five of the
board members and the committee will
advertise the job vacancy.
The committee will consider impul
from three advisory committees made
up ol faculty, staff, students and alumni representatives.
"It represents all the major constituents of the university." said John
Keith, a member of the board
Powell said he will not take part in
the selection process of his successor
When notified of Powell's departure
after serving 34 years in public edura
lion and 24 years at the university,
fellow presidents said they felt lh"
university will suffer a great loss.
"I think that Eastern is losing a
great president." said Dr. Morris
(See POWELL. Page 17l
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Swimming selected
as new NCAA sport
By Thomas Barr
Editor
The university's Board of Regents
has adopted President Dr. J.C.
Powell's recommendation to add
women's swimming to the list of intercollegiate sports.
The team, which will funding comparable to the men'8 program, will
begin competition this fall.
Because of Title IX, the university
was forced to add an additional
women's sport. The university's
Athletics Board presented Powell with
three proposed sports.
Besides swimming, fast-pitch softbail and golf were also listed as
possibilities.
Although the legality of Title IX is
still being questioned in the U.S.
Supreme Court, Dr. Doug Whitlock.
executive assistant to Powell, said the
president felt the university should
continue its committment to the Title
IX recommendations already made.

Whitlock said swimming was chosen
primarily because the facilities were
already there, the present staff agreed
to take over the new program and
more schools in the area had women's
swimming teams than fast-pitch softball teams.
"I am excited and the team is excited because we worked hard to get
this," said Dan Lichty. who will now
coach both the men and women swimmers. "It will be a real boost for our
program.
"I'm not interested in building a
women's team or a men's team. I just
want to build a good aquatics program
at the university." said Lichty.
Lichty said he tried three other
times to get a women's program
established
"We're not going to make any bones
about it; we worked hard to get this
program." said Lichty. "We were enthusiastic shout it and thev knew we
(See WOMEN'S. Page 171

Holy Man

Photo by M»ric Cjmpbell

Tom Cole Jr., a Physical Plant worker from Richmond, worked inside a hole between the John Grant Crabbe Library and McGregor
Mall this week Cole was repairing two leaks in a steam line and some damage to the storm sewer
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Sudden step down
by Powell leaves
many surprised
It came as a total surprise and
the surprise wasn't a pleasant one.
University President Dr. J.C.
Powell announced Wednesday
afternoon at the Board of Regents
meeting that he was stepping
down effective Jan. 1. 1985.
The announcement caught most
people by surprisi especially the
media.
Looking back over Powell's
eight years as president, the
university has made great strides
in the technical and nursing fields.
And Powell has been an ardent
supporter of this progression.
He was instrumental in getting
the various college presidents
together to come up with a usable
formula funding plan that ended
the bickering between the major
universities of Kentucky and
Louisville and the regional state
universities.
Although Powell has not been a
forceful and outspoken as his
predecessor. Dr. Robert R. Martin,
he has been an effective leader of
the university.
Not only were those associated
with the university in shock at the
announcement, but several of his

fellow presidents were surprised.
"I think that Eastern is losing
a great president," said Dr. Norris Norfleet, the president at
Morehead State University. "He
has certainly meant a great deal to
higher education in Kentucky."

The Eoitcrn Rroqress

"We're losing a fine member of
the team," said Dr. Donald
Zacharias, the president at
Western Kentucky University.
As any other leader who steps
down, his troops will ultimately
regroup and rise again.
However, the suddenness of the
announcement makes the shock all
that much greater.
Fortunately, the outgoing president said his health wasn't a main
reason for his stepping down.
And as the president he was,
Powell knew the coming years
would be tough and he wanted
someone who could take the fight
to the legislature to get the needed funding for higher education.
The university has already
started looking for a replacement
for Powell; however, the 58-yearold president is going to be hard
to replace.

Women deserve
swimming team
It has finally happened.
After three attempts on the part
of Coach Dan Lichty, the
university will finally field a
women's swimming team next fall
Some will blame (or credit) t In
federal Title IX guidelines, while
others will give credit to th<
impending National Collegiate
Athletic Association rules for the
new sport being added.
Wherever the credit or blame
goes, the real winner in this are
Lichty and women swimmers.
While softball and golf were also
proposed as possible sports.
Lichty lobbied as a professional
lobbyist would try to influence a
politician.
Critics of athletics will question
whether the $27,000 or so needed
to field another intercollegiate
sport is available or if maybe the
money couldn't be put to better
use.
University President Dr. J.C.
Powell made a courageous and
honorable decision when he chose
swimming as the new women's
sport. And besides, it was the only
sensible choice.
Powell could have waited until
the on-again, off-again Title IX
case was decided once again in the
U.S. Supreme Court. However,
aealizing the urgency of the
situation,
he
decided
to
immediately implement the new
sport. To that, our hats should be
tipped.
It only made sense to choose
swimming.
The facilities are already there
and the coaching staff was more
than willing to take over the added
responsibilities.
Many colleges and universities
in the surrounding states have
women's swimming programs.
However, not as many field
fast-pitch women's softball
squads.
Where
golf
could
only
accommodate eight or nine participants, swimming will have over

■:•■

20 athletes take part.
The only thing golf had going
for it was that it was the least
expensive of all the alternatives.
And with the budget situation the
way it is, that was a major
consideration.
Whatever the reasoning, Lichty
and his assistant, Tim Cahill, now
have the responsibility of
recruiting enough women to field
a team by November which won't
be an easy task.
Supporters of softball and golf
will probably have a fun time
laughing
as
the
women's
swimming
program
will
undoubtedly struggle the first few
years.
But in three years just see who
is laughing.
Powell and Lichty both deserve
pats on the back for their parts in
making this new athletic opportunity available to young women
in Kentucky and from other
states.
Given enough time to grow and
prosper, women's swimming will
be yet another vital part of the
university's ever-growing sports
dynasty.

Mismanagment

Howling at the moon
Mark Campbell
People often say that you can't
teach an old dog new tricks, which
brings me to four points of
consideration:
•'Is this a statement on the dog's
willingness to learn?
•'Do dogs, and men as well, lose
their ability to learn with the coming
of age?
•'Why can't people like me leave old
dogs be and out of their columns?
*» What do dogs have to do with the
price of tea in China?
Now that you've reached the proper
state of confusion, meaning that you
are as confused about what you're
reading as I am about what I m trying
to say, I can begin to unravel my tale.
However. I must digress at this
point to warn you that this column
should not, in any way. be considered
a sentimental love song in recognition
of my time spent as managing editor.
I refuse to play violin music at my own
funeral.
The old dog is a loyal creature. He
follows the same paths each day of his
life, running when appropriate and
sleeping when he can. It seems like the
dog is always awake/when you want
him to be.
A man's life, if one allows it to, can
sometimes become like that of a dog
or. more accurately, a mule. You yoke
up to the treadmill and walk in the
circle until they turn you out to
pasture - by that time you couldn't
walk a straight line if you had to.
I, and a few others, have been on
that treadmill for the past couple of
years.
Believe it or not. even a treadmill
horse can enjoy the scenery, despite
the fact that he's not getting anywhere
for bis efforts.
He can think that he's traveled far,
even though his distance must be
measured by the hole he digs down into the ground with each step he takes.
and not by the miles he's covered in
the circle.

The two old mules that I m talking
about have walked the treadmill with
a purpose in mind, for the past school
year.
Life for them became a cycle - one
long haul composed of two big heats
consisting of 15 sprints to the finish.
For the majority of the race, the end
was never in sight - all we saw were
the individual Thursdays with an X
scrawled across them in the back of
our minds.
I can remember saying. " Wi-U Tom.
that's five down. We're one-third of
one-half of the way there."
By the time we got to number nine,
we had stopped counting - the treadmill had numbed us from celebrating
such minor momentary marks of
accomplishment.
The weeks started out lasting seven
days and then, later, only consisted of
Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday.
The dogs learned several tricks while
growing old but they never did roll
over.
The dogs made several trips around
the state and nation to learn and be
criticized by the best educated and
experienced journalists available - and
some of you thought you were our only
critics.
The dogs have got one more long
haul left. They're going to Kansas City
to pick up an award for being the best
overall college newspaper in Kentucky.
Indiana and Illinois and a little bit of
satisfaction.
The big dog. Thomas Barr. had to
give 100 percent on several occasions
throughout the year and contrary to
what some people might think, we
haven't had to throw dirt over his face
yet.
Barring
any
unforeseen
developments - I haven't considered
graduate work - this will be my last
column as a collegiate journalist. I'll
be sleeping next Tuesday night just
like most of the rest of you.
I know it will be hard to break away

Office helps many special students
By Angela McCord
The Office of Student Special
Services should be congratulated on
its efforts to make the university
totally accessible to handicapped
students.
Some of the aervicee that are offered
include a reading machine which reads
printed material aloud, interpreters for
the deaf, curb ramps for the
handicapped and special textbook
tapes for those with learning
disabilities.
Handicapped students are given a
campus accessibility map, which
shows where ramps and curb cuts are.
A special handbook is also given to
these students and it outlines all of the

services that are available to them.
"Each handicapped student has a
different problem," said Charlotte
Denny, director of Student Special
Services. "We try to find the best way
to help them solve it."

Student Special Services has helped to
pinpoint many problem areas and has
helped lead to many solutions. There
have been changes in the accessibility
of classrooms, buildings and the
campus community as a whole.
This committee will soon be working
with Robert Norris, the Richmond city
manager,
to
determine
the
accessibility of many city buildings.

To better serve the interest of
handicapped students, a committee
was formed to determine what more
could and should be done. The group
is comprised of nine handicapped
students and Denny.
The formation of the committee by

Of course there is always room for
improvement Many of ramps need to
be improved.
According to Denny, the renovation
of many of the ramps have been
requested, but funds have not been
appropriated to start construction.

Angela McCord is a senior majoring in
broadcasting and journalism at the
university.

from my routine that I have adapted
to so completely, but I'm ready for a
change. I 'm going to enjoy a couple of
weeks of school like it used to be.
I don't think an old dog will learn
any tricks unless he wants to and more
than likely I won't try to educate

myself to much in the next two weeks.
I may still spend a lot of time in the
office getting caught up on some of my
piled up work, but I'm going to prowl
a little too. So if you hear someone
howling at the moon, it might just be.

Honesty does prevail
on university campus
By Lucy Bennett
Every week. The Eastern Progres^s
Police Beat reports those people who
had valuables stolen from their dorm
rooms, automobiles and classrooms,
and who had too much fun downtown
and got arrested for public intoxication trying to find their way back to
campus.
Since such things are a matter of
public record and I suppose it is .ill
well and good for them to be publish
ed for all of Eastern to see.
But let's hear it for some good news
Kathleen Crader wrote to The
Eastern Progress on April 5 thanking
the unknown person(s) who turned in
her lost purse on March 26.
Well, employees at the physical
plant had a report of their own: th>honest persons who returned Ms.
Crader's purse from outside the
Combs
building were
Willie
Whittamore and Danny Cain.

Lucy Bennett is a sophomore majoring
in journalism at the university.
employees of the mechanical shop of
the physical plant.
At the very feast, it is comforting to
now that if you lose something on
campus then you don't necessarily
have to give the item up as gom
forever, for someone like Mr
Whittamore, Mr. Cain or the
anonymous person at Case Hall may
be good enough to return it.

Correction
The sorority Alpha Delta Pi was incorrectly identified in a picture in last
week's issue.
Due to a reporting error. Lisa Robinson was not made dear. She said because
the softball club could not afford a
continuous coach it was not as stable as
-wet varsity teams.

H87J

For more information or story ideas concerning:
News stories- contact Lisa Frost
Clubs and organizations- contact Mary Branham
Feature stories- contact Don Lowe
Sports news .sad events- contact Thomas Barr
Arts and entertainment- contact Andrea Crider
Photo ideas- contact Rex Boggs
All section editors can be reached at 1872
For other matters:
Advertising- contact George Anderson
Circulation- contact Bob Herron
Cell 1882 for these departments
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In other words
Crowd upsets student
EKU students have no class. On
Sunday April 15. the Lexington
Philharmonic was on campus.
I was appalled by the attendance, or

lack of it. In the four years I have been
here, I don't remember there being a
more distinguished company Of
performers on campus, with the
exception of the Winnipeg Ballet.
Brock Auditorium was only half full

The end

Why?
Why?
It is such a simple word to write. 11
has just three letters, one syllable am:
is usually followed by a question marl
What's so special about thai little
word?
Well, it is a word I've grown
accustomed to using. Not actually on
in public, but to myst'lf.
Usually the word pops in and out o'
my mind at around I o'clock on :■
Wednesdaj morning and Tvt; gol
eight more stories to write.
Then it pops back i»l around U a.ID
when I have to go to my class.
And after 36 hours without sleep, i
tries to pop back at uround 6 p. in
Wednesday but, by that time. I hi
brain is too tired to listen.
Why would someone put themselves
through the torment, the physical and
mental torture that only a couple
people a year get to experience?
It still boggles the mind to thu .
that myself, a naturally luzy individi. I
who spent his first twi • years at colle, •
glued to his television set. would < i >
such stupid things.
When applying for I he position ueditor. I was confident. After all. I wn
super organized and always got im
stuff done way before deadline. 1 car.
even remember saying at the first stall
meeting of the year. "There's no waj
I 'm going to stay up all night Tuesday
working on this paper."
Well. I think we did get to sleep t«>
or three Tuesdays for al least a f« v
hours.
As a result of these week I v
marathons, several thine;* have suf
fered including my both . my nund anil
my friends.
Before I could wake up any morning
as early as I wanted; however, now it
is a struggle to move my tired lxxly
from my pillow at any hour of the day.
After drinking anywhere from six to
nine soft drinks on Tuesday and
Wednesday? H*Ueve-my kWney* h.ive
stopped functioning.
......
My mental capacities are complei ely
shot. I can't remember my own derm
number. Normally, I rarely e 1r
studied for a test; now. I have to sli <lv
10 hours for a pop quiz.
And if I had any friends, the)
probably think I'm dead somewhere,
If they don't live in the news|>u|>er
office. I probably haven t talked to
them since August.

Now, you too are probably asking
why does anyone do such stupid stuff.'
Well, it's not because of the fanu
and glory. The pay isn't even tin
reason.
It's amazing how many people don'i
recognize you on campu: even h\
name. I love calling prominent people
on campus and they don't .mow who
you are - it makes you wonder who
really reads the newspaper.
And I don't do this lor the enjoyment of it. Granted, I do enjoy oar iiin
parts of it but you would hav c to be
a real sicko to say the only reason > HI
do this job is because yo . like it
It isn't even because I have a big < .;<
and love to boss people around. I could
have just as big an ego • itting in n >
dorm room watching television.

and of those, half were faculty
members and Richmond residents.
What I can't understand is why such
an excellent group of musicians, not to
mention our own fine University
Singers and Concert Choir, was not
better supported when - the tickets
were free.
Another thing I couldn't believe was
the noise. Several people walked in late
and others walked out in the middle of
a movement How rude! Not only is it
inconsiderate of the people around
you, it is even more inconsiderate of
the musicians.
Also, the amount of talking nearly
drowned out the music on occasion, or
seemed to, if you get the hint.
The same thing for the crying
babies. Leave them with a sitter.
One last point on the noise. Flashes
from cameras are distracting enough
as they are. again, both to the audience
as well as the musicians, but when the
click is loud enough to be heard
throughout the whole auditorium, that
is inexcusable. «
And finally, how dare you wear blue
jeans to a function such as this.
I am disappointed in those people
who I have mentioned. You have no
class.

MARC VANCE

Senator gains support
On May 29. 1984. the people of

Kentucky will hold a primary to determine who will be the Democratic Party
nominee for the office of the United
States Senator for the next six years.
It is essential that the students of this
university voice their support by
voting for Walter Dee Huddleston in
this election.
By voting for Sen. Huddleston, you
will assure the state of Kentucky a
strong vote in legislative matters that
will affect this nation's future. Sen.
Huddleston has held this office in the
U.S. Senate for the last 12 years. During this time, he has developed a great
deal of credibility and respectability
among his contemporaries. He is
presently serving on the Senate
Appropriations Committee (since
1975). Intelligence Committee (since
the committee was formed), Small
Business Committee (since 1979) and
the Agriculture, Nutrition and
Forestry Committees. He ranks in the
upper third among all senators in
seniority.
His voting record is solid on all
issues, including those dealing with
higher education.
The importance of maintaining the
degree of respectability our current
U.S. Senators have can not be
emphasized
enough.
An
understanding of the innerworkings of
the Senate allows one to appreciate
this respect. It would take a newly
elected senator many years to develop

the kind of standing Walter Dee
Huddleston already has within the
Senate.
If you are registered to vote in
Madison County but you will not be
here for the election, you can obtain an
absentee ballot by writing to the
following address:
Madison County Clerk's Office
Madison County Courthouse
Richmond. KY 40476
You may also obtain a ballot by
going to the courthouse personally.
Vote for a progressive future for
Kentucky. Vote for Walter Dee
Huddleston.
DONN JOHNSON
(This letter is also signed by Nancy A.
Oeswein, Angela Spencer, Elena
Wheatley, Marc Robbins, Carol
Coffman and Tim Cowhig.l

Visitation hours bad
We are writing this letter in
response to an article in the April 19
issue of The Progress, concerning open
house hours.
Last week. Student Senate passed a
bill to extend open house hours; we feel
these hours are still unfair. They voted
to extend weekday hours until 11:30
p.m.. we feel it should be midnight. We
also think weekend hours are
unreasonable. We believe we should be

treated as adults; therefore, we don't
believe 1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday
nights is too much to ask for. In
addition, the alternating of dorms
seems unfair. We think anyone should
be able to go to either dorm any day.
Another issue we feel is unfair is
lobby hours. Instead of being from 8
a.m. to 2 a.m., we think it should be
24 hours a day. Some circumstances
call for a member of the opposite sex
to enter the lobby during the early
morning hours.
For example, at the present time it
is impossible for a male to enter a girl's
dorm, if only to make a phone call.
Plus, we feel it is unfair that girls have
to show a valid ID when entering her
dorm after 2 a.m. and guys do not. Are
guys more trustworthy then girls?
Why are girls subject to this inconvenience and guys aren't?
In conclusion, we feel the policies of
this university should be brought
up-to-date with those of other
universities. We also feel that if the
university feels we should act like
adults in the classroom and on
campus, that we should also be treated
like adults concerning other matters.
KAREN ESTEPP
(This letter was also signed by Mary
Gannon, Robin Dixon, Lisa Jenkins.
Angie White, Julie Drummond. Tracy
Reardon, Sara Sayers, Jenny Sinclair.
Angie Garner. Talena Webb and Laura
Kline.)

And it isn't because it will assure me
of a job because that's the farthest
thing from the truth. It's hard to
believe that you can have a perfect 4.0
grade-point average and wort 60 ho us
a week on the best college n< -vspaper
in three states and no one wants you.
If you had an ego, thatwouli! humble
you up in a hurry.
I guess I put myself through this liv ing hell because I took a jo! a d I n
just stubborn enough to fini it.
Quitting is the easy way
t am
that's just not ususally my
Ac.
Plus, it is gratifying to wu
up ul
noon Thursday and see evt vbods
reading something that you hu> a pai
in.
And the people around mu .n the
office, including Mark (my right-hand
man whom I can always cot nlain
about things to) and all the • ther
editors, have made it a little bit easier
Without the hard work and dedication of these people, this paper would
never be published. Because they go
through a lot of the same things every
week, too.
vlust why I continue to do this is no
longer a question because the year is
now over and the stories are all
written.
With the newspaper on its way to
the printer and a long night of sleep
to catch up on, the question reappears
for probably the last time.
Why?

•i
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With coupon
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Good Luck To Graduating Seniors
THIS COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE

's copies

Single Hamburger

niversify Shopping Center

614-0137

when you buy one Single
and a large soft drink.
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Passport Photos • Binding • And much more!
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^

Good From April 26
Until May 2, 1984

j Receive a .FREE Pair of Socks
With a Minimum $ 15.00 Purchase
This Week at ARTLEY'S
Use ARTLEY'S 90-Day Layaway
jWith Only 10% Down For Your
New Spring Wardrobe

arlley
Just what you're looking for MM

Shopper's Village Plaza / Eastern By-Pass
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Sunday: 1:30 p.m - 5:30
Visa
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'Bacon, Cheese and Tax extra
Good only at participating Wendy's of
Richmond and Lexington stores.
Please present coupon when ordering.
Not valid with any offer or Wendy's KIDS' Meal.
One coupon per customer.

THIS COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE

FREE

Single Hamburger
when you buy one Single
and a large soft drink.
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Student Court acts
as judicial body

$50 dorm deposits
mailed to students
Bob HMTOD
Staff writer
It may take up to a month before
those students not returning to the
dorms will receive their $50 room
deposit in the mail.
According to Mable Criswell, assistant director of housing, students
living in the dorms should have
received and filled out an orange
renewal card.
Whether or no* the student is
leaving the dorm or not, he must fill
out this card and -turn it into the
department of housing, said Criswell.
According to Criswell, each student
must officially check-out of the dorm
in order to receive his deposit.
"This includes returning the key and
sheets back into the front desk and the
filling out of a blue check-out form."
said Criswell.
Criswell said this final check-out
form will include any assessments a
student's room might have received.
The student should also write the
address where he wants the deposit
check mailed to.
Because of a change in the method
of surveying damages done to the
rooms, students should know before
they leave whether or not they will be
assessed.
This is because each dorm room will
be checked by the floor's resident

Police
beat
The following reports were made to
the Division of Public Safety last
week.
April 12:
Jeff Cruse, of Berea. reporltii that his
vehicle had been broken into wl. :lc it was
parked in the '.ancastor lot. A cassette
carrying case. 13 cassettes . a \ ideo tape
and a knife were stolen. The toi. i value is
$162
April 13:
Kenneth D. Coffey. of Richmond, was
arrested on the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Danny L. Parrett of Keene Hall was
arrested on the charge of public intoxication
Gabrielle D. Whitman of Burnam Hall
was arrested on the charge of publicintoxication.
Rhoada L. Lewis of McGregor Hall was
arrested on the charge of driving under the
influence of intoxicants.
Dorothy Bowling, night hostess at
Combs Hall, reported 1 liere was a fire in the
trash chute in Combs Hall. The fire department responded and the the building was
evacuated. The fire was extinguished.
A criminal complaint was filed against
Robert Dickson. a staff member at the
physical plant, for harass- i.>m The
complaint was filed by SyKia Hellard,
another staff member.
^
Mark Hodge, of Winchester, reported
that someone had scratched the rear of his
vehicle while it was parked in thi Alumni
Coliseum lot. The value of the amount of
damage done was unknown.

JV
Ml

assistantAccording to Jimmy Gay, dorm
director of Palmer Hail, each student
it responsible for setting up an
appointment with his resident assistant to check his room.
Gay said the check by the resident
assistants ia just a preliminary
inspection.
Alter the students leave, I go and
check each room myself." he said. " If
I see something the RA has missed.
then I will assess the student."
Although Palmer Hall normally has
minimal damages, some <f tin- more
frequent things that he and his staff
assess for are: cracked windows,
mattresses and nails in th - walls and
doors, according to Gay.
"A lot of times students i ut nails in
the doors, but if the problem can be
remedied by putty, then we don't
assess." he said.

11
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An option has also been given to
graduating seniors at the university.
According to Annette Ohlmann.
president of Student A sociation.
these students can elect to l ive their
$50 deposit stay at the um crsity.
Ohlmann said that $'.'■ of the
deposit would go to ii sure the
graduate a three-year membership in
the Alumni Association, while the rest
would be placed into a general scholarship fund.
According to Ohlmann. if a student
elects to do this and is assessed, as
long as the assessment is under $25.
the fee for joining the Alumni Association would be paid with the balance
going to the scholarship fund.
"The only person not eligible for this
option are those people with over $25
in assessments." said Ohlmann.

PTKKO

by Sean Efcif*

AHey-oop!
Lorenzo Valentine, a senior physical education major from Newark. N.J.. reaches
for the sky as he tries for two points

is seeking to complete is a study of
demographic groups being involved in
university violations.
For example, the study would
include the number of freshmen
females involved in a certain violation.
This study would then be available
to residence hall directors to point out
problem areas at the university.
A pamphlet is presently being
designed by the Student Court to
answer questions related to the
functions of the Division of Public
Safety.
According to Northcutt, the
students are being asked about their
rights against room entry and about
matters concerning enforcement of
alcohol offenses.
"Lt. (Terryl Moser has attended
Student Court meetings on his own
time and supplied helpful information," said Northcutt. of the officer at
the Division of Public Safety. "He also
took myself and another justice, Brian
Parr, to observe his work. We now
know exactly what they are doing and
how their decisions are made."
The first Student Court at the
university was established in either
1965 or 1966. according to Northcutt
and Brian Busch, a Student Senator
of the Student Association.
One privilege the Student Court has
is to impeach the president or vice
president of the Student Association;
however, this has never occurred.
In fact, Northcutt said that Annette
Ohlmann and Martin Schickel, this
year's office holders, were very
instrumental in further developing the
duties of Student Court.
.
"I'd say by next year, the Student
Court will be a lot more active and
more people will know about it," said
Northcutt.

By Sherry Kaffeabarger
Staff writer
The government of the United
States is based on a system of checks
and balances as each branch makes
sure the other is doing its job.
Well, the university has much the
same thing and the judicial side of the
administration is handled by the
Student Court.
"It's important to have a student
court, but if you're not having
pmhasnn (like atcohol or open house
violations), you wouldn't have to
meet," said Scott Northcutt. who
serves as chief justice of the
nine-student judicial body.
Northcutt, a senior speech
communications major who was
appointed to his current position, said
the court hasn't been too busy in the
past.
•
According to Northcutt, the court
has several responsibilities.
One such doty is to and students who
must go before the university's
disciplinary board.
The court members are trained to
give guidance and counseling to help
students prepare their cases.
"All of these people on the
committee are intelligent and have a
lot to offer," he said.
Another goal of the court is seeking
to establish a type of judicial board
that would set up specific penalties for
certain violations.
For example, a student who is
caught smoking a controlled
substance would be responsible for
contacting a chemical company which
would help him to present a program
in his dormitory on the effects of that
activity.
Yet another project that the court

Make a good buy
before you say goodbye.

>
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April 14:
David W. Rolf, of Richmond. *u«
arrested on the charge of driving und. thi
influence of intoxicants.
April 15:
Heather Leishman of Combs
n
reported the louvers had been taken i I , Mrear window of her vehicle while ii was
parked in the Lancaster lot. The value of
the item was given at $100.
April 17:
Richmond Rayome of Commonwealth
Hall reported his stereo stolen from his
vehicle while it was parked in the Vanlioose
lot. Damage was also done to the l< ck on
the passenger side and the rear seat The
stereo was valued at $175, while then of
the damage was unknown.
Charles M. Finley of Richmond
I
arrested on the charge of possessi" . -f
marijuana with the intent to sell.

i.

April 18:
James McCarty. of Sharpsburg. rep rted
a hairline crack in his windshield. The alue
of the damage done was given at $1 5.
April 19
Karen Martin, dorm director of Clay • I.
reported the fire alarm sounding in < v
Hall. The fire department responded . nd
the building was evacuated. An invest i jation determined that a malfunction in l he
beat sensor in the basement had set off the
alarm.
Dotaglas Hearing of M sttox Hall repot ted
a battery was taken from his vehicle w >ile
it was parked in the Alumni Coliseum ot.
The value of the battery was given at I K)
Richard N. Bennett of Commonwe; th
Hall reported a coat valued at $160 ai a
book valued at $7.50 were taken from »
magazine rack at the bookstore. Bern
later reported that he had found the c<
The following cases which appeared
in "Police Beat" were filed at the
Madison County District Clerk's Office. This follow-up reports only the
judge's ruling in each case.
Tracy W. MarahaH'a charges for burgL
and possession of stolen property w<
dismissed.
ESixabrthH.Bartoa was fined $217.50 fo.
driving under the influence of intoxicants.
Glcaa R .Smith was fined $47.50 for
public intoxication.
Michael Robinson was fined $177.50 for
driving under the influence of intoxicants.
Michael Maker was fined $47.60 for
public intoxication.
Rodney Tiaras if ■■ was fined $100 and
sentenced 10 days confinement for harass
ing communications

•t',t

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.
This year, don't leave for home
without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and
money. Buying your AT&T leased
phone now means you'll have your
phone with you the very first day back
to class.
To buy the phone you're leasing,
just call AT&T Consumer Safes &
Service's toll-free number. Or visit
312 W. Chestnut Street

any of our AT&T owned and operated
Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us
before you say goodbye. Then unplug
your phone and take it with you. And
have a nice summer.

AIKT
1-800-555-8H1
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.
O l»M. *T«T lafanaatm S>«*aa

5330-CS. 3rd Street

.
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Campus Living
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Pressure of final exams can be avoided, counselor says
By D. i. Lowe
Featar -s editor
It's that time again.
Time to read the chapters, look over
notes, find a comfortable spot and
cram for final exams.
This semester, as in the past, many
students will spend several hours
studying for those all too important
tests.
Some students are prepared and
some will have to pull an all nighter of
cramming before the exam.
But it doesn't and shouldn't have to
be this way according to Calvin Tolar,
director of the university counseling
center.
Tolar said many students wait until
the last minute to study and therefore
put themselves under a great deal of
pressure.
He also said that r ople, in general,
create their own str ss.
"I personally belie -e that pressure
is something we ci ate ourselves."
said Tolar. "We do t is by the way we
percieve events ar circumstances
around us.
"As for exams, it all in how you
look at them - how • icial they are to
you," he said. "If HI feel a lot of
stress then you ar simply making
more out of it the what is really
there."

Tolar said, realistically, students do
not have to pass the exams and that
there are other alternatives to college.
"Of course they are important and
your doing well is just as important,"
he said. "I feel that if a student doesn't
put the exams into the proper
perspective, then he or she will
ultimately fail them.
"Anxiety erodes capabilties," he
•aid. "Before exams, a student should
say '111 do the best job I can and then
let the chips fall where they fall."
Tolar also said that he way to avoid
putting yourself undo pressure at the
time of finals
< to study
systematically th >ughout the
semester.
"Students should prepare early.
Then study at a regula time," he said.
"If you do this and yo i do a good job.
at the exam time it's only a matter of
reviewing."
How can this be achieved'.'
"It takes a gr at deal of
self-discipline," said Tolar. "And that
involves pushing yourself and having
a lot of control."
According to Tolar one thing that
happens to many stuc ts is that they
start the semester ut studying
regularly and then the «gin to let up.
"What happens is i • person loses
sight of the In ,>ortance of

self-discipline,"hesaid "Theresalack
of really being convinced that it is
necessary.
"Self-discipline is necessary and can
only be acquired through learning just
like everything else." said Tolar. "You
must put a lot of effort into it and
eventually it will become part of you."
Tolar s advice to students a
situation where they have waited until
now to study their clasgwork is to look
ahead.
J
"Plan ahead and" don't let yourself
get in that position again," he said.
"Learn to do things when they need to
be done."
Tolar also said that overdoing it, is
a problem as well.
"Don't undertake too much work,"
he said. "Never try to do more work
than you think you can handle.
"But most important iy just don't
put things off until the last minute."
Anything else can also be a source
of pressure according lo Tolar.
"You name it." he i aid. "A broken
relationship, the neec for money and
anything can cause 'ess."
r
Tolar said stress is
nal and only
caused by the person ,
ing 100 much
emphasis on situatio ,
„
"To avoid stress
pressure, a
person must look at l he situation
realistically." he said.

.«_-»•;••
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Connie Martin, a Junior from Elizabethtown, studies in the Powell Building

Graduation expenses csn become costly Places to eat, study
extend open hours
for final exam week
By Deborah Patterson
Staff writer

The climax of a student's college
' career, the graduation commencement,
is fastly approaching for many
students at the university.
Although this is a very exciting and
important time for students, it can
also become a quite expensive one.
According to Brenda Strong, the
administrative assistant to the
Registrar, the cost of graduation,
which includes cap and gown rental
and membership in the Alumni
Association for one year, is $14 for
undergraduates and $26 for graduates.
In addition to the actual graduation
fee, other purchases must sometimes
be made prior to the exercises
themselves.
Graduation invitations can be found
at various prices at local bookstores.
The campus bookstore sells
invitations at 60 cents a piece. The
University Copy Center on the'
Eastern
Bypass
sells
2k
"personalized" graduation announcements for $16.75 with a 50 percent deposit required.
However, students at the university keep the number of graduation invitations purchased to a bare
minimum.
Karen Ayres. a senior home
economics major from Manchester, '
Ohio, said she bought invitations for
only her immediate family and close i
friends.
,
"I have a brother who's graduating
from high school this year: so. I don't
want to outshine him." said Ayres.
Mark Smith, a senior from Beavercreek. Ohio, said he chose not to send
out any invitations at all.
"The only reason you send oat
invitations for your high school
graduation is to let people who
wouldn't know otherwise know that
you were graduating and to get money
and presents." said Smith.
•
"Friends and dose relatives that you
want to let know that you are
graduating from collage usually
already know anyway, so there's no
reason to send out invitations," said
Smith.
Another expense to be considered
when preparing for graduation is what
will go under the cap and gown.
Ayres said that although she is in
the process of sewing a suit, she will
probably end up buying a new dress
for graduation.
"I'll probably spend anywhere from
$60 to $80 for a new dress." said

Winfrc^ Jenn'irw
Ayres.
Men graduating may even have a
higher price to pay for a new outfit for
the commencement ceremony.
"IH probably buy a new suit that'll
cost me between $150 to $200." said
Smith.
Out-of-town guests of those in the
commencement service will also face
added costs for attending the graduation exercises.
According to desk clerks at Holiday
Inn. Days Inn and Thrifty Dutchman.
Motor Inn. motel rooms fill up quick
)y the weekend of graduation and it's

a good idea to make reservations in
advance.
.

Room rates vary from motel to
motel. Holiday Inn charges $35 plus
tax for single rooms and $40 plus tax.
for double rooms. Thrifty Dutchman s
rates are $24 plus tax for single rooms
and $26 plus tax for double rooms.
Days Inn charges $26.88 plus tax for
its standard room which includes two
double beds.
After invitations and a new outfit
have been purchased and graduation
ceremonies are over and done with,
there is still one more expense you may

want lo consider - the party.
"Saturday night I'm going to have
a party and. hopefully, friends from
here at school will be able to come to
the parly in my hometown. So. it will
be a party with friends from home and
from school" said Ayres.
Smith plans to double his expenses
with a party before and a party after
graduation.
The commencement ceremony will
begin at 1 :30 p.m. in Hanger Stadium
on Saturday. May 12. In the case of
rain, the ceremony will be held at the
same time in Alumni Coliseum.

By Angela McCord
Staff writer
Finals are on the way and with it
comes the usual search and seizure for
quiet areas to study and to eat in the
wee hours of the night.
One good place to study is always
the library. The John Grant Crabbe
Library, along with the Stratum Law
Enforcement Library, will operate
during with its normal hours.
Late night study hours for the
library's reserve and reference rooms
are Sunday thru Thursday from 10:30
p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
The Stratum Building Library will
be open Monday. Tuesday and
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Friday
from 8 a.m. to 4:40 p.m. and Thursday
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
If you are searching for computer
terminals and find all of them in use,
check around campus. New terminals
have been installed in many campus
buildings, including Keene and
Burnam dormitory halls.
Dormitories themselves provide
several areas to study.
Even though quiet hours are Usually
in effect during exam periods, your
next door neighbor's stereo may get a
little loud. If this prevents you from
studying in your room, you may want
to try the laundry room or the lobby.
"Laundry rooms, we've been told,
make good places to study." said Dan
Bertsos, director of men's residence
halls programs. "They are warm and
the, humming of the machines block
out noise."
Most lobbies are equipped with
tables, chairs, love seats and sofas to
accommodate studying. Bertsos said
many hall councils vote to turn off the
television sets during the time of finals
to help cut down on noise in the
lobbies.
Some dormitories have rooms set
aside just for the purpose of studying.
Commonwealth Hall has recently
approved the construction of such an
area, but it is not expected to be
completed for some time, said Bertsos.
Two of the campus ministries will be
open to students during finals week.
Jan Harmon, ministry assistant of
the United Methodist Center, said the
centers would be open 24 hours a day.

"We'll stay open as long as there is
someone here, or as long as someone
will lock up," said Rick Trexler.
campus minister for the Baptist
Student Union.
The Powell Student Center will be
open from 7 a.m. to 2 a.m.
The Powell Grill will be open from
7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
"We tried extending the hours a
couple of times," said Larry Martin,
director of the university's Food
Services. "But students didn't show
enough interest: th.-refore, we are just
going to keep our -egular hours."
When the weather permits, the
many benches located around campus
provide good study areas. Some
students find the cafeterias and the
grill perfect places to study and eat.
Hungry late night learners can find
food available around the clock at Mr.
Waffle on the Eastern Bypass.
Burger King located on the Eastern
Bypass will be open 24 hours a day
May 5-11. according to Glen Brown,
store manager.
Gold Star Chili, located on Main
Street in Richmond, is extending its
dine-in hours until 1:30 a.m. and its
delivery service until 1:00 a.m.. said
employee Melba Munsell.
According to store manager
Clarence Haggard. McDonald's will
extend its normal hours but the exact
times haven't been determined vet."
And Archie's Quality Pizza located
on Main Street may extend its hours,
said Manager Michael Spring. "If
there were a need for it, I guess we
would go a head and stay open."
Many of the local restaurant
managers said their stores already
stay open until 12:00 or 1 am They
said they hoped students would eat at
their restaurants during those hours.
Some of the managers said
extending their hours would probably
not bring them more business because
many students eat and study in their
rooms.
They complained about the high
cost of operating a restaurant and the
extra cost of electricity, wages and
additional food associated with
keeping their establishments open the
longer hours.

Lindquist supervises force in charge of campus protection
By Don Lew*
Everyday, pabhc safety officers ar

Lindquist

They patrol the area, write ticket r
answer calls from residents and. abov
all. look oat for the well being of th
university
In charge of the 44 men and womei
who make up campus security is Ton
I aanVniiet. director of the Division oi
Public Safety
Lindquist, 37. became director of th<
division in 1977.
Ha said the division is comprised o
three asperate areas: parking, polio
•ad safety.
The areas that Lindquist deals with
moat directly are parking and police
"We an m charge of transportation
for aha umvaraity." he said. "We run
all the shuttle buses and vans."
la addition to the running of (hi
buses, the division enforces parkin)
regulations on campus, he said.
"A lot of people don't understand oi
alee they feel that our parking systen
isn't adequate," he said. "But wher
you look at it realistically, then yoi

realize that we do have adequat.
parking facuities and most of our lot:
are convienently located near thi
buildings.
"This campus is compact enough si
that walking from a parking lot isn't
a big problem," he said.
Lindquist also said most of thi
university streets and parking lots art
in good condition.
He feels the main problem of the
division's somewhat tarnished image
lies in the amount of parking tickets
given.
"Two thirds of the tickets writ te l go
to cars that weren't registered in the
first place," he said. "A lot of people
think we hand out a great deal of
tickets, but that isn't really so.
"Only the other third of the tickets
go to violators who have registered
their cars," said Lindquist.
Lindquist said he feels the
university students are very
co-operative with the division.
"I enjoy working in a campus
situation." he said. "I worked at the
University of Wisconsin as the
director of security in the early "70s

and I have found that, in general,
students are very co-operative with
security.
•
"Students will usually question
what you are doing.but they won't
fight you like some people do with the
metropolitan police forces." he said.
Lindquist knows the difference
between working a police street beat
and working for security at a
university because he once served as
a police officer in Washington D.C.
He worked for the metropolitan
police force in Washington D.C. from
1970 until 1972.
He then took the director of security
position at the University of
Wisconsin before coming to the
university.
Since he has been director.' jndquist
said he thinks the division has done a
nomplfitc job of making the university
campus a safe place.
"I remember back in 1J78 when a
series of rapes occurred here and we
eventually made an arrest in the case."
he said. "Under our jurisdiction, we
can investigate a crime that occurred
on campus or university properly

anywhere in the United States.
"When these rapes occurred, we
traced the suspect and extradited him
from Washington D.C" said
Undquist.
It was during this same time period
that the "rape bus" program began.
"The rapes caused a great deal of
anxiety here and it was a challenge for
us to apprehend the suspect and then
get the campus back to normal." he
said. "The rape bus was. and still is.
an effort to eliminate that type of
thing from ever happening again and
it has been very successful."
Lindquist said another problem the
division has to deal with is that of
theft.
"Theft is the most common crime on
this campus or any campus across the
country." he said. "We're trying hard
to eliminate the problem with the student's help.'
Lindquist said although theft is a
major problem, perhaps a more seriou s
one effects the campus in a more
drastic way.
"Alcohol is our number one drug
problem." he said. "With the

availability and social acceptance of
alcohol on this campus, many of our
students use. and some abuse, it and
that's where our problems start.
"This is especially true with
interpersonal communications." he
said. "Fights and arguements that are
the direct result of alcohol are a
problem we have to deal with often."
Lindquist said he thinks the
division, because of its various
training programs, is effective in
keeping campus crime to a minimum.
He also said that his job requires a
full-time committment.
"When I want to get away from it
all. I take my family camping." he
said. "But woodworking and jogging
help me to escape as well."
Lindquist. who holds a masters
degree in Political Science from the
university and a bachelor's degree in
criminal justice from the University of.
Wisconsin, is the father of three
children.
'I've been married for 14 years." he
said.
His children range in age from 13
years to nine months. .
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Organizations
'Milestone' offers
a year of remembrances

Greeks
befriend
children
By John Gross
Staff writer
Greek organizations on campus are
lending Madison C unty children a
helping hand, a shoulder to cry on and
.HI ear to speak to.'
The Greek Pals program is similar
lo the United Way's Big Brother/Big
Sister program.
The program was conceptualized
during the Christmas holidays by
Interfraternity Council president Rob
Robinson.
He said he felt that a program of this
nature was long overdue in the
Richmond area.
Robinson has worked to coordinate
lhe program with Nancy Holt, the
Greek adviser, and I^encia Alexander,
i he Panhellenic president.
The trio then solicited the help ol
various social service organizations
such as the Telford Community
Center, the Bureau of Social Services
and Comprehensive Care to get the
program started.
Members of the social service
organizations are still getting requests
lor lug brothers and sisters and are
i hen referring them to the Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic. where
i he children are referred to individual
Gre^k chapters and organizations on
campus.
Many of the children, who range in
uge from six to 16. come from single
parent homes*
"We have a lot of children from low
income homes. It is a very worthwhile
project. There is a lot of potential for
growth in the children and in the
chapter participating. It's really
important for these kids to have
someone lo talk to and someone that
Ihey can identify with." said
Robinson.
The ultimate hope of the program is
to get the United Way to establish a
national Big Brother/Big Sister
program chapter in Richmond,
according to Robinson.
The children in the program do the
t hings that they would with a real big
lirother or sister. The children

Photo by Jennifer Stillwell

A Greek pal hunts for Easter eggs in a chimney
participated in the Greek Week
festivities and in an Easter egg hunt.
Plus, a trip to Kings Island is planned
for this summer.
Also, the university has permitted
the children to attend sporting events,
concerts, plays and movies on campus
at no charge.
Robinson said that in the eyes of the
parents and the children, the program
is already a success.
"We've run follow-up calls to the
parents and they've all responded very
favorably, and the children are
responding very well." said Robinson.
"I like them. You get to go around
and do stuff. 1 like it.' said Shawn
Grav. an 8-year-old third grader who
has spent some time with the Sigma
Pi fraternity.
"' I get to do a lot more stuff and my
brothers like me." said Mike Gibson,
an 11-year-old fifth grader who had the
Tan Kappa Kpsilon fraternity as his
big brothers.

According to Robinson, the average
child spends between two and four
hours with his big brothers or sisters
a week.
Besides the current group of
children, the Interfraternity Council is
considering a program to help juvenile
delinquents.
"Were working with the public
defender to work with the juvenile
delinquents in the hope of keeping
them out df juvenile detention
centers." said Robinson.
On May 3. Dan Orman. a teacher, is
coming from Louisville to present
documented evidence of how the Greek
Pals program helps children.
Robinson said he would like to
approach the business community of
Richmond to raise funding to better
facilitate the program.
"It is a great thing helping people
and I'm very, very pleased," said
Robinson. "I couldn't ask for mora."

item may be important in some places
By Keith Howard
of the world, that does not mean it will
Staff writer
appear in the university's annual.
When a lot of people graduate from
"There are many things that are
high school or college, they say they
important nationally that don't affect
never want to see anyone or anything
our campus. We don't cover a lot of
from that period of time again.
current events, like political
However, how many times have
campaigns or social issues." said
they gone back several years later to
Bailey. "If our students become very
a yearbook to see what the old times
involved with an issue, then we will
were actually like?
cover it; if not, then we won't."
The answer would probably be quite
Bailey said that this philosophy
a few people do.
sometimes makes it difficult to put
At the university, the Milestone is
together the yearbook.
the official yearbook.
Making the yearbook a continuous,
A group of student editors, between
smooth flowing collection of ideas is
20 and 25 staff writers and four or five
hard, according to Bailey.
photographers are responsible for this
"If you have 328 pages that are the
yearly campus project.
same, then you have a book that is a
"The Milestone runs from April to
single piece," said Bailey. "It is very
March, not from August to May," said
difficult sometimes when an editor or
Larry Bailey, the assistant director of
staff writer comes up with a good idea,
alumni affairs and faculty adviser to
but you can't use it because it doesn't
the Milestone. "The reason for this is
fit within the flow of the book.
because we have to submit our
"You can't use the idea because the
material in the spring, so much of the
book has to be a single unit not a
spring is lost."
bunch of chopped up ideas."
The yearbook is funded through
Those ideas, however, have to be put
advertising and the university.
into a specified schedule for the staff
According to Bailey, organizations
to meet the deadlines.
and Greek fraternities and sororities
pay to have their group pictures in th"
yearbook.
"A full page will run you $100 and
a one-half page costs $60," said Bailey.
"But this does not even cover the
costs of the pages."
The remaining sum is appropriated
by the university. According to Bailey,
the university pays approximately 50
percent of the operating costs, which
Progress staff report
will exceed $70,000 this year.
Out of the top 30 Residence Hall
As with any publication, trying to
leaders from across the state, 17 are
decide exactly what will be covered is
students at the university.
a problem.
According to Lewis Willian,
"The editors will get together and
president of the Men's I nterdorm, the
decide on what they are going to cover
top leaders were chosen on the basis
and how they are going to do it. Some
of service to students and involvement
things are traditional such as ■ in the university.
Homecoming and ball games," said
"How they serve students is the
Bailey. "One thing that conies into
most important," said Willian.
play here is our own philosophy of
He said all member organizations in
putting together the yearbook.
the state submitted applications and
"We say that a yearbook reports a
nominated the people they thought
specific year on that particular
deserve the honor.
campus. So you have to try to decide
The top 30 leaders were narrowed to
what is important to EKU in 1984."
The adviser said that although an
the beat five leaders in the state. A
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Michelle O Bryan, editor in chief of
the yearbook, said working with the
yearbook is a "constant process."
"We are on a four deadline system,
in which part of the book is sent in ,
each deadline (three deadlines in the
fall and one in the spring)." Mid
()'Bryan. "We send a certain number
of pages to the Delmar Printing
Company each deadline to be printed
and then to be returned to me to be
edited. After this has been done. I send
them back to be printed."
Although the same cannot be said
about some other schools, the student
and administrative interest in the
Milestone has remained high over the
past few years, according to Bailey.
"In the late '60s and early '70s. a lot
of schools did away with the yearbook
because the book got away from
reporting that school's news," said
Bailey. "This book has always
remained traditional. It reflects the
feeling of the students very well.
The yearbook is to be distributed
free to all full-time students who have
attended the university during both
the fall and spring semesters May 2-4
in front of Alumni Coliseum.

ballot listing those five leaders with
their credentials were sent out to every
member to vote in the summer.
"We might have a shot at the top
spot or at feast the top five," said.
Willian.
Five members of the Women's ,
Residence Hall Association were
selected in the top 30. These members '
were officers, executive council
members and members of the board.
The remaining 12 came from the Men's Interdorm, including all four of'
the officers. Executive council
members, two dormitory presidents
and board members were selected. Ken
Kearns, last year's president of I nter
dorm, waa also selected.
;
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Up Day* promotes
having a good time

Ministries Council
establishes unity
in Christian groups
By Keith Howard
->.
Staff writer
ToVpromote cooperation between the
10 Christian groups and to help the
campus ministers in sponsoring larger
things is the goal of the Student
Ministries Council.
"In January, we have a Chnstiaii
Unity Week," said Brad Harlow, chairman of the council. "This is a
week-long seminar in the Powell
Building and a dinner at the Newman
Center. That is one thing we will help
to promote."
Harlow said the council would help
the various groups so individual
projects can be done.
''Maybe one Christian group can't
do something by itself, but with all of
us together, representing about 1,500
people, we can," said Harlow.
Harlow said the group could then be
able to go the Student Activities office
and show that "we are representing a
large portion of the students who want
to do something."
Dwight Butler, student liason to the
administration, and Harlow helped to
bring about the council.
"There was a lot of • talk about
getting together," said Harlow. "The
people in the Christian groups knew
each other pretty much, we just
needed to get together as a whole and
do something big."
A representative is designated from
each religious group is selected to
represent the group on the council.
Harlow said it is usually the president
of the organization or his selection.
"It's hard to get everybody together
simply because of time and everybody
is real busy and involved with other
things on campus," said Harlow. He
added that the council would try to get
representatives who aren't the
presidents of the organizations.
"Maybe we could designate someone

out of the group to come back and
forth and report what is going on in
the council, said Harlow.
The council had a Christmas party
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom and had
contemporary Christian music in the
grill, according to Harlow.
"We hope in the forthcoming years
to sponsor a Christian Awareness
Week, which would include bringing in
speakers, having films and ending the
week with something like a big
concert," said Harlow.
The council is its own individual
body so any needed funding is raised
by the members of the council.
"Unless we have a project to work
on, we don't meet." said Harlow. "If
we are working on something, then
we'll meet in the Powell Building and
get organized."
Harlow said he hoped all the
Christian groups could get organized
to be able to "reach out to the
freshmen as they get here."
"We hope to make an organized
effort so the freshmen coming in will
see it as different Christian groups
actiag as a whole, but they can choose
which one they wish to join." said
Harlow.
He said no group has a formal
membership. A student may be as
active as in any of the groups as he or
she chooses to be.

Photo by Rex Bo||J

A sign for the times
Mark Taylor, a sophomore police administration major from Carlisle. Ky. signed the
Theta Chi poster outside the Powell Building during that sorority's fundraiser for
Easter Seals. " Dribble for Easter Seals."

■»

The university shooters, coached by
Dr. William Schulz. competed against
teams from Ohio State, Purdue and
other Big Ten schools.
Mike Senters. Ray Toor. Richard
Allen, Bob Curran and Myron Rader
shot for the university club.
The club will compete with the
nation's best collegiate shooters April
25-29 at Atlanta in the 16th annual
ACUI national championships.

Paralegal week set
Members of the Student Paralegal
Association traveled to Frankfort
April 11 to witness Governor Martha
Layne Collins sign a proclamation that
designated April 9-13 Student
Paralegal Week.
The association is planning a dinner
April 29 to honor graduating students.

The university Trap and Skeet Club
placed third in the Modified International Clay Pidgeon event and fourth
in the American Trap event in the
Midwest Collegiate Open Competition
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
on April 14-15.
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Sign-ups for Rush held
Signups for Sorority Rush for Fall
1984 are now being taken at the
Student Activities Office until May
11. Interested women may stop by the
office from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. There

$2.00 OFF COUPON !
REGULAR $9.00 GALS & $10.00 GUYS

x Rouse

WILMA WITT
MARTHA SCOTT
CAROLYN HALL

is a $10 registration fee.
Sorority Rush will begin on Aug. 15.
For more information, call Sherri
Watkowski at 622-6024 or Nancy Holt
at 622-3855.

May 1 in the Regency Ballroom at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel.
Rabbi Kushner will share his
insights for coping with personal
tragedy.
Call Karin Drudge at 276-5344 for
more information.

Hyatt Regency in Lexington.
Call Jeanne Renaker H. Yates for
more information at 623-2618.

Public lecture held
Community Hospice of Lexington is
sponsoring a public lecture by Rabbi
Harold Kushner. author of the best
seller When Bad Things Happen to
Good People, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Have
Ya
Heard.

LINDA KELLY
PAM RILEY
LINDA MIZE

Club to host session
The Kentucky Federation of Music
Clubs will host the National Federation of Music Clubs Aug. 15-21 at the
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A humanities forum on the film, TinSeventh Seal, will be held at 3:30 p.m.
today in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building.
Dr. Joe Boggs. author of The Art of
Watching Films, will be the featured
speaker.
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he enjoys it.
"I find that promoting positive
things and actions ends up getting me
fired up and motivated." said Schickel.
"Up Day" is to celebrate, to be
friendly and to put aside those
classroom worries.
"We are out to get everyone on
campus motivated and feeling good
about the school and about himself."
said Schickel.
The Up Club, which has about 30
members, will be passing out name
tags.
"We want to get everyone on
campus on a first name basis, if only
for a day," said Schickel.
Schickel anticipates an enthusiastic
crowd. He said that the power of
positive thinking is so important ir
dealing with ourselves and with other
people.
"That is the point of the whole day,
to promote positive thinking," said
Shickel.
This is the first year for the "Up
Day" and the UpjClub on campus. The
program has already been accepted
with such enthusiasm that both
Schickel and Northcutt said they hope
to see the tradition they started
continued for many years to come.
"Yes, I'd like to see the program
continued next year. I believe it would
be a valuable asset to the students, an
excellent annual event." said Schickel.

PHYLIS MILLION

A

RENTS TRUCKS
FOR MOVING.

By John Gross
Staff writer
At the end of a long school year, the
pressures of last-minute research
papers, projects and cramming for
finals can be disastrous to some
students.
On Tuesday, May 1, the university's
Student Association, in conjunction
with Student Activities office and
McDonald's, will try to help students
' and faculty find those hidden silver
linings in the dark clouds of pressure.
The first annual "Up Day" will be
held May 1 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Everyone is urged to participate in
being happy and having a good time.
Festivities for the day include:
decorating the campus with balloons
and flyers adorned with motivational
proverbs, giving name tags to
everyone on campus, selling smilegrams and having a pep rally in the
Ravine where Dr. Skip Daugherty and
Dr. Janet Hibbard will give
presentations.
The "fun" day will conclude with a
band performing live music in the
Ravine.
The idea for an "Up Day" was
developed last semester by Scott
Northcutt and Martin Schickel, who
are now coordinators of the Up Club.
Schickel said that although putting
together such a large program can be
time consuming and difficult, he said

Campus Clips

Yearbooks available
at Alumni Coliseum Club places in event
The 1983-84 Milestone, the university yearbook will be available May 2-4
at Alumni Coliseum.
A university identification card will
be required to pick up a yearbook.
Call Lee Ann Webb at 622-2738 for
more information.
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Arts/Entertainment

Shindelbower retires
to give time to art

Final art exhibit
shows hard work

ByLweyl

By
Afto<
After a year of hard work, university art students saw their works
displayed in the department's Student
Art Exhibit.
The exhibit opened Monday at the
Giles Gallery in the Campbell
Building
A jazz band was on hand to give the
place an artsy atmosphere as the
gallery was filled with impressive
examples of various types of student
work.
The department's art students were
allowed to enter up to six examples of
their work, and from those entries, the
best were chosen by the faculty for
display in the show.
The art faculty also presented an
award of merit and an award of
excellence to works that they thought
were exceptional.
Logo Design, done in mass media by
Devon Hocker. is an mixture of lines
and colors.
Hocker s use of pinks and purples
with splashes of other colors and
squares including diagonals and
straight lines makes a logo that is
pleasing to the eye.
To create an illusion of space.
Hocker uses bright turquoises and
pinks with gray and black in his
exhibit titled Unfitted.
A hugh acrylic painting of a life
jacket draped over a suitcase won a
award of merit for Ty Noe.
Noe's work, which is called
Lifesaver, uses oranges, yellows and
reds to realistically create the jacket.
In addition to paintings and
graphics, th eshow also included
photographs.

Anita Hagan's Self Portrait II, was
one of the best photo compositions in
the show.
Hagen's work captures her sitting in
shadowy spot and the photo conveys
a muted feeling which catches the eye
Tobacco Basket* and Cattails, are
good examples of clear, realistic
photography by Karen Spivey.
One photo shows a pile of tobacco
baskets and the other shows cattails
in front of an old truck. Both photos
look as if they could be used in any
photography magazine.
Another winner of the award of
merit is Cheryl Clements' acrylic
Crosswork.
Her pointing looks like a quilt that
has been made of dark purple and blue
fabric with splashes of brighter colors
mixed in.
Elee Nichols' acrylic composition
Deco Lady with Hat, is a good
example of the art deco style which
was made popular in the '20s and '30s.
Nichol's work shows a pink lady
wearing a hat and a rose against a
background of many colors.
Giant Panda-Endangered Species
Poster, is a mixed poster which won an
award of merit for Pam Estep.
Estep's design shows a good
representation of a panda and makes
it look cuddly.
Howard Hinze's 6-page Brochure, is
a pin and zipatone piece which is currently the offical dormatory guide for
killing roaches.
On top of being well designed and illistrated. Hinze's copy is also quite
numerous

'Deco Lady with Hat' by Bee Nichols Pho,°b" "•" "^
From the look of most of the
exhibits, much time has been spent on
each of them. The Campbell Building
is housing many talented artists.

Beach House, is Thomas Tye's
acrylic version of white frame houses
that line the beaches. The painting is
a beautiful representation.

Theatre productions announced for 1984-85
By Becky Clark
Staff writer
Next year, you can see Italian
noblemen, travel to the Pacific and
experience psychological realism in
(iifford Theatre as the theatre department brings together the 1984-85
season.
William Shakespeare's The Tempest
will be performed Oct 10-13. This comedy was Shakespeare's last play.
It is about Italian noblemen who are
shipwrecked on what they think is a
deserted island. The island is ruled by

Prospro. a duke that the noblemen had
exiled 15 years ago.
"This is one of Shakespeare's most
popular plays. We are all pretty
excited about it. It is the first time we
have done Shakespeare in 10 years."
said Bill Logan, instructor in the
speech and theatre department and
director of The Tempest
Logan said that the second play has*
not beajk decided yet.
OhcV again the imrhortal'romanceof
Capt. Emile De Becque and Nurse
Nellie Forbush will be re-enacted Feb.

"It is a very powerful drama. It won
the 1975 Tony Award for best play."
said Logan, who will also direct Equus.
Equus will be shown April 24-27.
"I think the students will like these
plays. These plays are challenging to
the directors and to the students as
actors. Each play has something in
them that the students can identify
with." said Logan.

27 - March 2.
De Becque and Forbush are the
main characters in Rogers and
Hammerstein's South Pacific.
South Pacific is set on a island in the
Pacific Ocean during World War II.
The fourth play, according to Logan,
deals with psychology, psychiatrists,
religion and the whole range of psycosocial behavior.« . ■ •
•
f
The play is Eqmus by Peter Shaffer
and it is about a 17-year-old boy who,
for no apparent reason, blinds six
horses with a metal spike.
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found stifling.
"By this time. I had a wife and child.
and to make it as a free-lance artist
you had to restrict yourself to a
particular style." said Shindelbower.
From free-lancing, he moved on to
work in electronics, drawing on skilla
he used in the service.
Shindelbower said at first he liked:
the job; he worked uith television, still
in its early stages of evolution. He said
although it was a new medium, the
excitement of working with the new
technological advances soon wore off.
He then decided to go back to UK.
In 1955. he received his bachelor's
degree in art education and in 1956 he
received his master's degree.
While still at UK. the artist worked
part-time designing neon sings for
Ruggles Sign Co.
"I've got signs all up and down
Highway 25." he said.
From UK. Shindelbower went on to
serve as the Supervisor of Art Education for Fayette County Schools for
two years, while continuing graduate
work at UK.
In 1958. he became the Kentucky
Supervisor of Art Education. In this
capacity. Shindelbower was able to get
a feel for the art department here at
university while making frequent trips
to the state universities. He said he
always enjoyed his visits to this
university.
"Eastern has always had an attitude
of friendliness and caring for its
students," he explained.
In 1961. Shindelbower came to the
university as an assistant profess*.
In 1963. he became an associate
professor and was also the acting
chairman. He became a full professor
in 1974.
The professor said he liked |he
versatility he was allowed as an art
instructor as opposed to the
restrictions he experienced as a freelance artist.
"I like teaching. Art teachers are
allowed to do their own thing; it's a
part of their job," be said
Shindelbower said he is retiring in
order to devote more time to creating
art.
"I want more time to do drawing,
sculpting, and painting....I haven't
done any painting in 20 years." he
said.

Cash ft Camr Onlv
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Staff writer
The Department of Art will be look
ing for a new chairman this May as
Daniel Shindelbower baa decided to
retire at the end of this semester.
Shindelbower. a native of Sewickly.
Pa., said the opportunity to work at
the university was "the best thing that
ever happened to me."
The 62-year-old professor of art saw
much of the world while he was in the
service during World War II when he
was stationed in Australia. New
Guinea, the Dutch East Indies, the
Phillipine Islands and Japan.
However, whenever his travels have
taken him. Shindelbower has always
been a firm believer in the goodness of
people.
Shindelbower recalled an incident
while stationed in Japan that
demonstrated this belief. Wanting a
shave, he allowed a Japanese man to
do the job with a straight-edged razor.
"My friends thought I was crazy."
he said. "Bat I could see it in the
man's face that he wouldn't try to
harm me."
Shindelbower moved to Lexington
as a tiiMiagii in 1936 when his father's
Pontiac dealership in Pennsylvania
was'dealt a heavy blow by the Great
Depression.
During these years, the university
campus was not unfamiliar to
Shindelbower.
As a boy. he would often camp out
with the Boy Scouts on some of the
very land where several university dormitories presently stand.
Shindelbower want to the University of Kentucky in 1940 and worked hia
way through school as a soda jerk and
short-order cook at the Kit Kat, a nowextinct restaurant in downtown
Lexington.
He left UK in 1942 to go to war.
where his skills in electronics led him
to be section chief for a radio repair
section.
In 1946 he returned to UK for a year
and half, and then went to the Art
Academy of Cincinnati in 1947.
The professor said it was here that
he first began teaching art. although
he was not yet certified, and he
discovered that he liked it.
After leaving the academy, he then
tried his hand as a free-lance artist for
a year and a half, a work he said be

•**

tfO.CS. (Army Officer
Candidate School) looks tangential
at first, look again Look at it from
managements point of view.
Management wants engineering
skill plus leadership ability in the
people it moves up me ladder.
O.C.S. is a great place to
get started on leadership. It is a 14week challenge to your mental
and physical toughness. And if you
pass the tests, you will come out
strong, sure and in great shape—
a commissioned officer in the
Army, ready to exercise the leadership that civilian companies put such a premium on.
If you are about to get your degree in engineering, the O.C.S. challenge could be your best next step.
lb find out more about O.C.S., call the Commanding Officer in
your area:

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Henrickson family musically inclined
By Alan White
Staff writer
The family that plays together stays
together.
But in the case of the Henrickson
family, 'jt ** t*>e family that sings
together.
The Henrickson family. Dr. Donald,
his wife, Jan. and their children Kevin.
Carol. Lynn and Donnie are the
epitome of total family involvement in
a single interest.
Donald, a professor of music at the
university, had his sights set on
popular musk early on.
"When I first started. I thought I
was going to be a popular singer," said
Henrickson.
Henrickson stopped by a local
record store while living in Grand
Rapids, Mich., to inquire about voice
lessons.
The salesperson at the store pointed
Henrickson in the right direction - six
months of lessons.
Henrickson considered those lessons
very successful.
"In a short period of time. I think
within six months. I auditioned for
what was then the western Michigan
Search for a Star Contest," said
Henrickson.
Henrickson won the contest and
took the first-place scholarship prize
to a junior college in Grand Rapids.
So began the line of singing
Henricksons.
When the children came along and
were old enough to play, an introduction to piano lessons was the first step
in their careers. But the encounter was
not an agreeable one.
. "We tried to give them piano lessons
butlhey resisted that," said Donald.
But it turned out to be for the better
as the children were inclined to develop
their interests on their own.
' Donnie. 19. resisted lessons as a
result of hearing his older sisters play.

Lynn, Donald and Donnie Henrickson »»«>**«*•«.
"I never took an interest in piano
probably because when I was growing
up, Lynn and Carol were klinking
around on it and it used to drive me
crazy," said Donnie.
After high school and with college
just around the corner, Donnie
continued to develop his own interests.

even straying from a career in music.
"I had never considered music and
was completely registered at Eastern
to go into pre-engineering. Three days
before school starterd, I was eating
somewhere and some people asked if
was going to sing in the choir at
Eastern and I told them 'no,' " said

Donnie.
"Then I left the restuarant and
about 10 minutes later, I walked over
to Eastern and completely changed
my whole major over to voice."
Carol, 26, decided to pursue formal
piano lewsons but under the conditions
of a special agreement.
"I made Mom and Dad promise me
I could quit when I turned 13 and
when I turned 13. that's what I did.
But I also took violin lessons," said
Carol
The Henrickson family's desire to
pursue their own interests in music
has led to their current success,
measured by the busy routines that
occupy most of their time.
"I've done some recording work in
the studio for religious records and
Carol and Donnie were involved with
that, too," said Henrickson.
Lynn, 21, is already booked up for
the summer.
"I've started at Kings Island and
will do that all summer until October
and that will occupy moot of my time."
said Lynn.
Carol also is set up for summer
performing.
"Ill be working at Geaugo Lake in
Ohio singing and dancing in shows,"
said Carol.
Carol recently competed in regional
competition in Bowling Green and
finished second in the senior women's
division.
"It was really hard competition. The
comoetition was from Tennessee and
Kentucky and there were about 26
competing in my division," said Carol.
Donald's wife. Jan, and oldest son,
Kevin, are also musically inclined.
Individually, the Henricksons have
been able to set their own goals and
point their careers into whatever
direction they choose.
But individuality and the hurried
pace that successful performing so
often brings leaves little time for them
to perform just as they are - a family.

The end
Last year it felt quite different. I
wasn't graduating but all my really
close friends were.
It was such a funny feeling knowing
that I would be back at school in the
fall but they wouldn't.
As my Dad drove us through town
on my way home for the summer, I
remembered all the fun times we had
and thought how different things were
going to be.
For three years, I have felt this way
about leaving school, remembering
past years and past friends.
But the time the memories start to
hit you is when you know that you
won't be coming back.
I've started to think about people
that have made an impression on my
life, people that have influenced ray
whole outlook and views on different
situations.
I have thought about people that
have opened my mind ana taught me
that being different is not bad. it's just
a way of expressing who you are.
I also think think about people that
have taught me what true friendship
is all about. The ones that have stuck
by me no matter how big my problem
was.
And I have also met people that I
have felt like I've known all my life
even though it has beep just a few
years.
My parents have gained new
members to the family since I have
started to school.
I now have Shawn, my big brother
from Indiana, that I truly love.
And there is Steve, who was my off
again and on again college sweetheart
who could always make me forgive
him and melt my heart with his
charming smile.

But not only have I met and learned
a lot about people. I have also learned
a lot about myself.
I know now that I can take care of
myself. I can make my own decisions
and not be afraid of the outcome.
But I couldn't finish this column
without thanking everybody that's
helped me get through this past four
years.
I want to thank Patty, my
roommate, for making me laugh and
putting up with my messy room and
late hours for the past two years.
Thanks to everybody on the
Progress staff for helping me try to be
a journalist. The times spent in the
office for the past year have been
really great even though sometimes
they were really hairy.
Thanks to Lisa for being a great
friend. Being surrounded by so many
guys on the staff, it was nice to have
her around.
And thanks Sherry for being my
absolute best friend during college
days. We had a great time and I real!'
love and miss you.
Thanks to Charlotte, for still IHMI., .
a friend, although we are apart most
of the time, and especially thanks for
Amanda.
Thanks to my grandparents, whose
love and occasional letters (which held
much needed money) will always be
remembered.
And most of all, thanks to my
brothers, Timmy. who is not much on
showing affection but who I know is
proud of me, and David, who is always
there with a hug when I come home.
And thanks to Dana, my sister, who
is always there to keep me up on the
gossip and looked up to me.
But most of all thanks to my Mother
and my Dad, who I love so much.
They have helped me so much, both
directly and indirectly.
The money, clothes and food have
been a big help, but the biggest gifts
they have given me have been the
values and principles they have taught
me to live by.
I just want to thank them and tell
them how much I love them.

Tudor claims practice is the secret to sucess in music
By Alan White
Staff writer
Some say talent comes naturally and
without effort, but Verda Tudor knows
there is a price to pay for success.
Tudor. 21. has little time for outside
activities because of the many hours
pf work required to be a successful
singer.
"It takes up an unbelievable amount
of time A lot of my friends think that
I go over to a room and do scales all
day." said the vocal performance
major from Richnmond.
'But doing scales all day is not an
accurate picture of the extent of
Tudor's involvement in performing.
■ "The thing that is different with a
musk degree is that it involves so
much outside of class. You have to go
tp a lot of concerts and put in a lot of
practice hours. " said Tudor.

Tudor began in her high school
choir, but did not consider it a vocation
until reaching college.
"When I came here as a freshman,
I did not really know what I wanted,
whether I wanted to take that big risk
or not," said Tudor.
"But I decided I might as well go for
it. That is when I declared my major."
But by declaring herself a voice
performance major, Tudor opened a
door to hours of hard work.
According to Tudor, practice and all
of the work outside of class can take
its toll.
Tudor's hard work and dedication is
exhibited while competing in operas
across the state.
"I just got back from competition in
Bowling Green. I' ve won the state and
the regional.-! in my age group
division." said Tudor.

Tudor's involvement in the university's Show Choir, began just last
semester, but the singer has been a fan
of the performances since her
freshman year.
"My freshman year I saw all of their
concerts and my sophomore year I
tried out." said Tudor
Tudor debuted in the Show Choir's
production ofGondeliers last spring.
This past summer. Tudor, using that
proven ability, turned her attention to
the theme park circuit.
But Tudor's first experience with
trying out for summer performing jobs
ended without work at a theme park,
but a job in West Palm Beach, Fla.
"I had never tried out for anything
until last year. I got on a couple of
alternate lists and then I got the job
at Musicana.'' said Tudor.

Muskana is a dinner theatre chain
with locations throughout Florida.
According to Tudor, the chain
provided food and housing for the
performers but the work wasn't all
song and dance.
Part of the agreement for the chance
to sing at Musicana was that the
performers had to take on "other"
jobs
"The wajtressing was the hardest
part. It was great when you could do
the (how because that's something
that you knew how to do," said Tudor.
But that was last summer.
This time around, Tudor received a
callback from the Kings Island park
north of Cincinnati, Ohio.
"I went back this year and I got a
callback to Kings Island, but I decided
that it's not really what I want to do."
said Tudor.

-j-

The Donut Brake
Has a Final Offer For You

A Bottomless Cup
Of Hot Coffee!
During Finals Week
With Any Donut Purchase
Open All Night During Finals (May 5-11)
Offer Good From 1000 p.m. Until 7.-00 am.

"I want to perform professionally in
the aspect of classical music," said
Tudor.
"I hope to go to Europe next
summer and study for about six
weeks. There are a lot of opportunities
in Europe for classical performers,"
said Tudor.
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ickson family musically inclined

"I navar took an intaraat in piano
probably bacauaa whan I was growing
up, Lynn and Carol ware klinking
around on It and it uaad to drive me
oraay," said Donnia.
After high achool and with college
Just around tha corner, Donnie
oantlnuad todavalop hia own interests,

even straying from a career in music.
"I had never considered music and
was completely registered at Eastern
to go into pre-engineering. Three days
before achool starterd, I was eating
somewhere and some people asked if
was going to sing in the choir at
Eastern and I told them 'no.' " said

Donnie.
"Then I left the restuarant and
about 10 minutes later, I walked over
to Eastern and completely changed
my whole major over to voice."
Carol. 25, deckled to pursue formal
piano lessons but under the conditions
of a special agreement.
"I made Mom and Dad promise me
I could quit when I turned 13 and,
when I turned 13, that's what I did.
But I also took violin lessons," said
Carol
The Henrickson family's desire to
pursue their own interests in music
has led to their current success,
measured by the busy routines that
occupy moat of their time.
"I've done some recording work in
the studio for religious records and
Carol and Donnie were involved with
that, too," said Henrickson.
Lynn, 21, is already booked up for
the summer.
"I've started at Kings Island and
will do that all summer until October
and that will occupy most of my time."
said Lynn.
Carol also is set up for summer
performing.
"I'll be working at Geaugo Lake in
Ohio singing and dancing in shows,"
said Carol.
Carol recently competed in regional
competition in Bowling Green and
finished second in the senior women's
division.
"It was really hard competition. The
competition was from Tennessee and
Kentucky and there were about 26
competing in my division," said Carol.
Donald's wife, Jan, and oldest son.
Kevin, are also musically inclined.
Individually, the Henricksons have
been able to sat their own goals and
point their careers into whatever
direction they choose.
But individuality and the hurried
pace that successful performing so
often brings leaves little time for them
to perform just as they are - a family.

Tudor began In bar high school
choir, but did not consider it a vocation
until reaching collage.
"Whan I came hare as a freshman.
I did not really know what I wanted,
what har I wanted to take that big risk
or net," said Tudor.
"But I decided I might aa well go for
It. That la whan I declared my major."
But by declaring herself a voice
■arfarmanoa major, Tudor opened a
door to hours of hard work.
According to Tudor, practice and all
ef tha work outside of class can take
ilatoU.
Tudor'a hard work and dedication is
•ihlbiled while competing in operas
arras* the state.
"I Juet got back from competition in
Bowling Oman. I've won the state and
tha ragionals In my age group
division.' said Tudor.
*

Tudor's involvement in the university's Show Choir, began just last
semester, but the singer has been a fan
of the performances since her
freshman year.
"My freshman year I saw all of their
concerts and my sophomore year I
tried out." said Tudor
Tudor debuted in the Show Choir's
production ofGondeliers last spring.
This past summer, Tudor, using that
proven ability, turned her attention to
the theme park circuit.
But Tudor's first experience with
trying out for summer performing jobs
ended without work at a theme park,
but a job in West Palm Beach. Fla.
"I had never tried out for anything
until last year. I got on a couple of
alternate lists and then I got the job
at Musicana," said Tudor.

Musicana is a dinner theatre chain
with locations throughout Florida.
According to Tudor, the chain
provided food and housing for the
performers but the work wasn't all
song and dance.
Part of the agreement for the chance
to sing at Musicana was that the
performers had to take on "other"
jobs
"The wajtressing was the hardest
part. It was great when you could do
the show because that's something
that you knew how to do." said Tudor.
But that was last summer.
This time around. Tudor received a
callback from the Kings Island park
north of Cincinnati, Ohio.
"I went back this year and I got a
callback to Kings Island, but I decided
that it's not really what I want to do,"
said Tudor.
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The end
Last year it felt quite different. I
wasn't graduating but all my really
close friends were.
It was such a funny feeling knowing
that I would be back at school in the
fall but they wouldn't.
As my Dad drove us through town
on my way home for the summer, I
remembered all the fun times we had
and thought how different things were
going to be.
For three years, I have felt this way
about leaving school, remembering
past years and past friends.
But the time the memories start to
hit you is when you know that you
won't be coming back.
I've started to think about people
that have made an impression on my
life, people that have influenced my
whole outlook and views on different
situations.
I have thought about people that
have opened my mind and taught me
that being different is not bad, it's just
a way of expressing who you are.
I also think think about people that
have taauht me what true friendship
is all abram The ones that have stuck
by me no matter how big my problem
was.
And I have also met people that I
have felt like I've known all my life
even though it has beep just a few
years.
My parents have gained new
members to the family since I have
started to school.
I now have Shawn, my big brother
from Indiana, that I truly love.
And there is Steve, who was my off
again and on again college sweetheart
who could always make me forgive
him and melt my heart with his
charming smile.
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"I want to perform professionally in
the aspect of classical music," said
Tudor.
"I hope to go to Europe next
summer and study for about six
weeks. There are a lot of opportunities
in Europe for classical performers,"
said Tudor.

But not only have I met and learned
a lot about people. I have also learned
a lot about myself.
I know now that I can take care of
myself. I can make my own decisions
and not be afraid of the outcome.
But 1 couldn't finish this column
without thanking everybody that's
helped me get through this past four
years.
I want to thank Patty, my
roommate, for making me laugh and
putting up with my messy room and
late hours for the past two years.
Thanks to everybody on the
Progress staff for helping me try to be
a journalist. The times spent in the
office for the past year have been
really great even though sometimes
they were really hairy.
Thanks to Lisa for being a great
friend. Being surrounded by so many
guys on the staff, it was nice to have
her around.
And thanks Sherry for being my
absolute best friend during college
days. We had a great time and I real)'
love and miss you.
Thanks to Charlotte, for still beii.„
a friend, although we are apart most
of the time, and especially thanks for
Amanda.
Thanks to my grandparents, whose
love and occasional letters (which held
much needed money) will always be
remembered.
And most of all. thanks to my
brothers, Timmy. who is not much on
showing affection but who I know is
proud of me. and David, who is always
there with a hug when I come home.
And thanks to Dana, my sister, who
is always there to keep me up on the
gossip and looked up to me.
But most of all thanks to my Mother
and my Dad. who I love so much.
They have helped me so much, both
directly and indirectly.
The money, clothes and food have
been a big help, but the biggest gifts
they have given me have been the
values and principles they have taught
me to live by.
I just want to thank them and tell
them how much I love them.
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Colonels reclaim
Ohio Valley lead

Evans blossoms
into pitching ace

By Thomas BanEditor
With a little help from its friends,
the university's baseball team is right
back in the hunt for the Ohio Valley
Conference Northern Division crown.
After falling two games behind
Morehead Slate University, the Colonels went into Tvsday's game with
the F.agles one-half game in front with
a 9-3 league record.
The Colonels started its four-game
winning streak Friday with an 8-2 victory over Otterbein College of Ohio.
Kd Norkus picked up his fourth win
in five decisions with six innings of
i hree-hit pitching.
Catcher Itrad Khan supplied the offensive punch with a solo home run in
i be fourth inning and a three-run shot
in the ninlh.
The team then traveled to its next
destination in Ohio and while the
squad was sweeping a three-game
series at Youngstown State, the
Kagles of Morehead State were
spilling a pair of games with the
University <>t Akron (his weekend.
< >n Saturda) . Coach Jim Ward sent
In-, ace. Brad Evans, to ihe mound in
iIn' opener of a twinbill with the
Penguins,
And the result s were excellent as the
( talotlela won 8-3.
Kvans, who run his record to 6-2 on
the season, gave up one run in the first
and didn't allow another Penguin to
CTOS9 the plate until the seventh inning
when two more runs scored.
For the Colonels, it was the hitting
HI Troy Williams, Brett Forbush and
Tim llofstetter that gave Kvans all
the help he needed.
Williams led off the game with a solo
homer anil also had two singles, a double and a stolen base for the afternoon.
Forbush connected for a three-run
homer in the seventh and llofstetter
added a double.
In the nightcap. Barney Joseph, who
was being counted on to be the ace of

By Becky Clark
Staff writer
Being on the baseball field comes
naturally to outdoorsman Brad Evans.
Evans is a freshman pitcher from Portsmouth, Ohio, majoring in computer science.
Evans has had a long history of
playing baseball.
"I love the outdoors and I love
baseball. I've loved baseball since I
waa five and I've played since I was
seven. Baseball is just what makes me
click," said Evans, who has been a pitcher for the past six years.
„
With the university's young pitching staff, Evans said next year
should be even better than this one, a
season where bis team is currently
atop the Ohio Valley Conference.
"I figure by next year we should
have an excellent team," said Evans.
According to Evans, his current
team has a lot of talent on it.
For example, the Colonels destroyed
the University of Kentucky 15-2 on
April 5.
"They (UK) threw in their number
one who had made the Olympic team.
He pitched very hard but we racked
them any way. They also kept hitting
them balls on the ground but we just
picked them up and threw them out,"
said Evans.
At Northwest High School. Evans
was named All-State and All-District
and won several batting titles and
pitching awards.
This season, the lefthander has
blossomed in his freshman campaign
to lead the team with a 6-2 record.
Besides his record. Evans has struck
out 39 opponents and has completed
six of the seven games he's started.
And Coach Jim Ward has relied on
Evans as his ace of the staff.
According to Evans, he could have
gone to 15 or 16 other schools but
chose the university because he liked
the campus and it was close to home.
"This way my parents can come and
see me play. They like to see my play,"
said Evans.
"My father was my coach until I
was in high school. He believed in me
a lot and made me work hard. My high
school coach was an excellent coach.
He played with Mike Schmidt (who is
a perennial All Star third baseman
playing for the Philadelphia Phillies)
at Ohio University. He is All
American. He was great because he
knew what all I had to do and he kept
shoving me and he made me work. He

the young pitching staff early in the
season, continued to improve as the
righthander tossed the Colonels to an
8-2 victory.
The senior hurler tossed a sevenhitter in the route-going performance
to even his record at 3-3.
"Joseph gave us a real strong
outing," said Ward. "We were very
pleased because he threw a very strong
game."
The Colonels, who had 10 hits,
scored in the first inning and never
looked back.
llofstetter homered in the fifth
inning with two men aboard to supply
the power and David Butcher added
two doubles.
Clay Elswick also had three singles
for the Colonels.
On Sunday, the Colonels completed
the sweep with a 4-1 rain-shortened
victory.
The Colonels took a slim 2-1 lead
into the fifth inning when Brian and
Flswick hit back-to-back solo homers
to close out the game.
The game was called at the end of
five innings due to the windy, rainy
and cold conditions.
Williams led his team, which earlier
in the season stole 19 bases in two
games against Youngstown. in steals
with three on Sunday.
Jeff Cruse, a freshman, was the
winning pitcher by hurling the five
innings. The righthander gave up
three hits and struck out four Penguin
batters in the game to run his record
to 3-0 on the season.
"We felt good about getting a sweep
at Youngstown," said Ward. "But you
wait, they are going to beat somebody
in the league.
"We scored some runs, had some
power hitting, played some defense
and got some solid pitching performances.'' said Ward. "We did the
three things you need to do to win -good pitching, good defense and good
hitting."

Maroon-White game scheduled
The university . football team will
conclude its 19*1 spring practice
Saturday with the annual MaroonWhile iniersquad game.
I he weather hus really hurt us. but
we [eel like we need some kind of game
• n controlled scrimmage Saturday.''
said Coach Itoy Kidd. "Unless the
veather is s<> bad that we might tear
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*
*
*
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*
*
*

up the field or injure some of our team,
we're hoping to close the spring practice with the Maroon-White game
Saturday."
Kickoff time is set for 1:30 p.m.
Saturday at Hanger Field. The public
is invited and no admission will be
charged.

Phoio by Thomas Barr

Jim Ward (center) talks with Brad Evans (left)
Although the cloudy, damp weather
persisted Monday and early Tuesday,
the Colonels were still able to host the
Eagles Tuesday at Turkey Hughes
Field.
The Colonels increased their OVC
lead to a game and a half when they
won 5-2 behind the pitching of Norkus.
Norkus ran his record to 5-1 on the
season with the victory.
With the victory, the Colonels ran
their record to 19-15 overall and 10-3
in the OVC.
The Colonels now head to Ohio for
a three-game set against Akron in the
final weekend of conference action.

•••
Under the league format, the bop
two teams in the Northern and
Southern divisions will advance to the
post-season playoffs May 14-15 at the
site of the Southern Division

champion.
Ward said he thinks it will take three
victories in the final five OVC games
to make the tournament.
The coach said his team, which
started out very slow, is finally coming
around.
"I think our players are playing a
little more relaxed and with a little
more confidence." said Ward. "We're
playing more like what we thought it
would."
He said Morehead and his team are
the favorites in the North; however,
the Southern Division has been a
surprise.
The favored Murray State team is in
the cellar with Austin Peay leading the
way.
"We don't know who going to get to
the tournament because there is good
balance." said Ward. "Whatever
teams make it. the OVC tournament
should be exciting."

tried to make me an all-around playet
instead of specialized," said Evans. Evans was hit with a case of'
baseball burnout after his junior year
in high school.
"I was getting tired." said Evans.
According to Evans, his team
played two games per day on a
70-game schedule in a short length of
time.
"I didn't have a life to myself. The
team played away every day.
Sometimes we had to drive for two
hours then play two games and get
back close to 9 or 10 o'clock. I would
be physically beat and there was no
social life. I got disgusted, finally
though I knew I had to get my head
straight and now I'm back on the right
track." said Evans.
Evans has two unusual traits for a
pitcher. One is that he is lefthanded.
"Lefthanders have an advantage,
because
you
constantly
see
righthanders and when people see a lefthander they just go wild," according
to Evans.
The other unusual trait is that he
gets to bat.
"I can hit for a pitcher, which is
unusual. I've hit 11 times this year.
I'm the only pitcher that hits. I would
like to bat a little bit more because I
like to bat.," said Evans, who hasjtwo
hits in his 11 trips to the plate.
In college baseball, it is unusual tor,
a pitcher to bat. Most of the time, a
designated hitter bats for the pitcher,
according to Evans.
Evans said that baseball doesn't
interfere with his 15-hour classload.
He said practice usually lasts two
hours.
When not on the baseball field.
Evans still likes to be outdoors.
_ "I love just to be outdoors. I love to
sit out in the woods for a couple of .
hours and watch the wildlife. At home
I can see deer walking across our front
lawn. I also love to fish. I could fish
all day long and not catch a thing,"
said Fvans.
Evans also likes to play other sports
such as tennis, racquetball, basketball,
swimming and golf.
"I still get to do them (sports) a lot.
Not as much now as when I'm home,"
said Evans.
After he graduates, Evans would
like to play for the Montreal Expos
because he likes the team.
"I would like to live in Canada and
sit around and fish." said Evans.
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Stephen King's
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uncan, Armstrong honored despite injuries
\Finalyear
tiagued
\by injury

Pro ball
awaits
quiet star

By Becky Clark
Staff writer

This season was one of surprises for
lLori Duncan.
First, the senior volleyball star was
[expecting to have a super final season;
I however, a knee injury ended that.
And second, she was presented the
■ Athlete of the Year by the coaches of
I the university.
"I am very surprised because I
I didn t get to play much this season. It
lis an honor and very surprising," said
■the volleyball player.
Duncan only played for one month
I this season before she severely twisted
I her knee while jumping for a ball. Due
I to the knee injury, she had to have an
I operation and has been sitting out
I since September.
In the four years, Duncan has shown
I her versatility by playing all three
I positions on the court.
She played the defensive position.
I which made Duncan responsible for
I saving shots made by the opponents
and for setting up her teammates in
| the front row.
Duncan also played the set position
I in the middle, which also sets the ball
up for the front row.
Finally, the offensive position attacks the ball while it is hitting it to
the opposing team.
"This was the first year that I got
to set and I was very enthusiastic
about it. I think that set is the most
important position because it gets the
ball ready for the other players," said
I the senior.
In her 10 years of playing volleyball,
Duncan has won numerous awards.
In 1982, Duncan was named the
team's best all-around player and its
I beet defensive player. She also was
named to the Ohio Valley Conference
All Tournament team and to the
| Morehead State All Tournament team.
During her freshman year, sfte was
I all regional and was also all tournament at the Cincinnati tournament.
' In her junior and senior years at
Norwin North High School in Pittsburgh, she was an All State performer. She was awarded best athlete
her senior year. Also her senior year
she received the Golden Triangle
Athlete of the Year Award presented
by the Pittsburgh Sports Club.
Duncan became interested in
volleyball in the seventh grade.
"I wanted to play either tennis or
volleyball. The volleyball coach was

Photo by Rex Boggs

Female Athlete of the Year: Lori Duncan
very enthusiastic about her job. She
also had a friend that played on the
Olympic team. I watched her play md
decided volleyball over tennis thin."
said the 21-year-old native of Nori h
Huntingdon, Pa.
It was this coach, Sharon Watson,
that made Duncan choose volleyball as
her career.
"She is a winner and is very
knowledgeable about volleyball. My
high school has won state championships for 10 years straight. The best
athletes went out for volleyball
because of her. She pushed you beyond
what you were capable of doing. I want
to be a coach like her," said Duncan.
Duncan chose the university quite
by accident.
"I was determined to go to Penn
State. But then I got a letter from
Eastern and my father suggested that
I go just to see the campus. I came
down here and tried out for the team
but I was still planning on going to
Penn State," said Duncan.
Then it was required for an athlete
to play for the coaches before they
were given a scholarship. Since then it
has been changed that the players do
not have to play first.
"I think that is one of the reasons
that I got accepted here, because I
came down here and played knowing
that I wasn't coming to school here
and I wasn't under any pressure, so I
think I played my best," said Duncan.
Duncan got scholarship offers from

Penn State, University of Maryland
Indiana University, West Virginia
University and various small s< :ools
"I chose Eastern because
van
impressed with the peo, e.
remembered the good time I had t.i •
day that I came down to tour and i
offered recreation as a major," said Ine
recreation major.
Although Duncan has been sitting
out most of the season, she still goeto the practices and the games.

How the winners were selected
Each coach was given a ballot containing the graduating seniors to be chosen.
The coach was to pick three players on a 3-2-1 point basis, with a three going to
the coach's most valuable player.
"It will be sad when I gradual.'
because I will never be able to play
with this team again and I will miss
them," said Duncan.
Duncan is going to Penn State f r
graduate school this fall.
"I want to coach volleyball j\
colleges. I would like to go to either
California or Florida and then bring
back what I have learned to the east
coast. California and Florida have
better programs for volleyball," said
Duncan.
"I am really happy and surprised
that I won. Volleyball is a big an i
important part of my life and I
wouldn't have it any other way," said
Duncan.
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By Thomas Barr
Editor
For the second straight year, the
university's coaches voted a football
player the Male Athlete of the Year.
For the second straight year, the
player manned the wide receiver
position for Coach Roy Kidd's team.
And for the second straight year, the
professional football scouts are very
interested in drafting this athlete.
However, this is as far as the
comparison between Steve Bird, the
1983 recipient, and Tron Armstrong,
the 1984 winner, can continue.
Where Bird made spectucalar plays,
Armstrong made the steady, routine
plays.
And while the media loved the
outgoing Bird, Armstrong was the
quiet type who stayed by himself.
"I'm not really quiet or shy; I just
don't go out and make friends," said
Armstrong. "But if you got to know
me, you would see that I'm a really
friendly person.
"A lot of guys think I'm stuck-up
but I'm really not."
Armstrong is a special type of
athlete who is more concerned about
the team than himself.
"I just do what the coaches want me
to do to help the team," said
Armstrong. "I just like to play
football."
When asked about his most
memorable plays, a grin appeared

across Armstrong's face; however, his
favorite plays resulted not in his own
gain, but for the benefit of the team.
"I remember blocking Dwayne
Jackson of South Carolina on a reverse
for a score," said Armstrong. "When
I made that diving catch from Greg
Parker tin's year for a touchdown
against Austin Peay was another
memorable moment.
"There was the game at Boise State
when 1 made that block and we
scored," said Armstrong. "I really
enjoyed that because both sides were
screaming and when I hit that guy,
everything got dead silent."
For Armstrong, a tight end for the
first three seasons of his college career.
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Male Athlete off the Year: Tron Armstrong
blocking has been his key role.
"I enjoy blocking really more than
catching the ball," said Armstrong.
"Sometimes I wonder if I should have
played defense instead."
This season. Armstrong was moved
to wide receiver, a position he always
wanted to play to help the team.
"I always wanted to play out wide."
said Armstrong. "But this year. I was
used mainly to block outside instead
of catching the ball."
Besides the change in duties.
Armstrong was injured most of his
se ior season.
t was tough being injured so much
thi year," said Armstrong, who
missed two complete games due to
injuries. "It was frustrating at times."
For the season, Armstrong had 25
receptions for 491 yards and three
touchdowns. For his career, he had 91
pass receptions for 1.413 yards and
seven touchdowns.
The 22-year-old native of St
Petersburg, Fla., only played one year
of high school football when he was
recruited by Kidd and his staff.
"The coaches said they liked my
athletic abilities," said the 4.5 second
runner in the 40-yard dash. "It came
down to Eastern and Clemson and I
thought Clemson was too big to play
football for."
During his tenure at the university,
the industrial electronics major has
seen three national championship appearances which made his decision

seem that much more correct.
"I'm glad I chose to come here."
said the I.akewood High School
graduate. "Winning feels normal
around here because it's all I know."
While his years at the university
have been good to him. the
6-foot-1-inch senior is ready to look to
the future.
"I always wanted to play in the
NFL," said Armstrong. "Everybody
says I will be between one and four
(rounds) but I'm not too nervous yet."
If he is drafted by an NFL team, it
will give the first team All-Ohio Valley
Conference selection another shot at
the professional ranks.
In February. Armstrong was offered
a contract of between $175,000 and
$200,000 by the Chicago Blitz;
however. Armstrong went to a special
camp sponsored by a scouting service
and the United States Kootball league
team didn't wish to sign Armstrong.
"Atone point 1 thought I might be
going." Said Armstrong. "But I think
they thought my value might go up
after the camp.
Even though the six-digil figures
can be breathtaking. Armstrong said
he wasn't about to rush into a decision.
"I never wanted to jump into it."
said Armstrong. "Money wasn't the
only consideration.
"I think I can play in the NKI." said
Armstrong. " I f football doesn ( work
out. then I come back and :;vt my
degree and get a job."
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Women
finish
with win
By Jay Carey
Staff writer
The university's women's tennis
team was narrowly defeated by the
University of Kentucky 5-4 last week,
but bounced back with a victory over
Kast Tennessee State University
Monday afternoon in the regular
season finale.
Head coach Sandra Martin said her
team "did not play particularly well,"
against what she considered one of her
teams more formidable opponents of
the season.
Susan Wilson collected the first
Colonel victory over Mary Wood in
third-seeded action as the senior won
6-1. 6-3.
And Kristi Spangenberg defeated
Clare Kuhlman 6-3. 6-2 at the number
four position.
Jeannie Waldron won by default as
the sixth-seeded singles player.
In doubles play. Claudia Porras and
Spangenberg defeated Wood and
Kristin Buchanon 7-5. 6-2 in the topranked match.
I.aura Hesselbrock and Wilson
recorded a victory as UK forfeited the
number three doubles match.
On Monday, the team traveled to
Kast Tennessee without number three
player Wilson and number six
Wuldron as both players had final
evaluations. Martin said.
Despite the loss of two starters.
Martin's team took the match 6-3. as
;ill her regular starters won.
Chris Halbauer beat Dina Robinson
til. t> -A .it the top singles spot.
I'urras defeated Candi Hopper in the
second singles position 6-1. 6-3.
Spangenberg moved from the fourth
to the third slot and beat Shari Beck.
6-0. 6-4.
A senior from Canada, Sherri
Kiveash lost to Cindy Morgan 6-1.6-1.
while Hesselbrock won over Terry

Netters gain momentum
heading into OVC tourney

Photo by Cimmy Briel

Kristi Spangenberg returns a forehand
Walsh 6-2. 6-0.
Beckie Mark, a freshman at the
university, lost a close match to Susan
Miranda in the sixth position. 6-4. 5-7.
2-6.
In
the
doubles
matches,
Spangenberg and Porras won over
Robinson and Beck. 6-2. 6-2 as their
record rose to 5-1.
Hesselbrock and Halbuuer were
victorious over Walsh and Miranda
6-1. 6-1. in the third doubles match.

On Friday, the Lady Netters will attempt to capture the Ohio Valley Conference championship.
"We have as strong top four
positions as any school in the conference." said Martin. "And our fifth
and sixth players, as well as our
doubles, have been getting better and
better."
Martin said the OVC title should be
claimed by Murray State. Morebead or
her l.adv Netters.

Golf team prepares for defense
of conference team, individual titles
By Uavid Smith
Staff writer
With a victory two weeks ago at the
Murray State Invitational, the university's golf team is preparing to defend
its Ohio Valley Conference title.
The Colonels, under the guidance of
first-year coach Lew Smither, will be
looking for its third straight team title.
Last season, the Colonels got off to
a sluggish start at the London
Country Club but pulled away to a
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24-stroke victory over Murray State
University.
In the individual competition. Russ
Barger surprises everyone last year
when he edged out teammate Pat
Stephens by two strokes.
The victories earned Barger. then a
freshman. OVC Golfer of the Year and
Bobby Seaholm the Coach of the Year
title.
This season, the Colonels are
without Stephens but still figure to be
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Higgins held most hope out though
for his No. 1 doubles players.

Sportlrights
Parris, Hill. Primm
claim top honors
The men's basketball team
recently announced its awards.
Tony Parris, a freshman guard,
was named the Most Valuable
Player and the top free throw
shooter.
John Primm, a junior center, won
the defensive and rebounding
awards.
Phil Hill, a junior forward, won
the best field goal percentage and
the Mr. Hustle awards.
John DeCamillis, a sophomore
guard, won the Mr. Colonel award
and the Academic Award went to
guard Allen Feldhaus.

Four players signed
to play basketball
Dr. Dianne Murphy announced
the signing of four high school
recruits for the upcoming season.
Tracey Underwood, Sondra
Miller, Lisa Harvey and Carla Coffer will join the women's basketball
team next season.
Underwood, a 5-foot-l 1-inch
graduate of Lexington Lafayette
High School, averaged 11.8 points

and 9.3 rebounds a contest this
season for the Lady Generals, who
went 25-6.
"She will fit perfectly into our
style of play because she is an
excellent rebounder, can play on
both ends of the floor and gets up
and down the court very well," said
Nell Hensley, assistant basketball
coach at the university.
Miller is a 5-foot-7-inch graduate
of M.C. Napier High School, where
she averaged 28.5 points and seven
steals per game.
Harvey is a 6-foot-3-inch center
from Blair High School in Montgomery, Ala.
She averaged nine points and nine
rebounds a game during her final
year.
Coffey is a 6-foot-1-inch center
from Bullitt East High School in
Mount Washington.
She averaged 15.5 points and 10
rebounds per game.

Women to conduct
summer camps
The university will hold an
individual basketball camp for girls,
ages 8-18, June 17-22.
For more information, write Dr.
Dianne Murphy at Room 128
Alumni Coliseum.
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"Clements has got a shot at it. He
will be seeded No. 2 in the tournament
and Todd Wise will be seeded No. 2."
said Higgins, of his top two players.
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At the top of the list, Higgins looks
for Murray State to have the title all
but locked up.
"Talentwise, they are a little better
than everyone else," said Higgins.
Higgins does expect to see the Netters at the front in several of the individual titles.
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Jazz Shoes for Men and Women

matches of the regular season.
"We did real well. We finished
second in the regular season," said
Higgins.
• • •
Higgins predicted that his Netters
should finish near the front of the pack
in this weekend'a OVC showdown at
Youngstown State.
Higgins said that it should be a real
battle between Middle Tennessee,
Akron, Morehead and his Netters "for
second place."
"It is real even for second, third,
fourth and fifth (places)."
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the team to beat, according to
Smither.
Barger will make up the Colonel
team along with seniors Kelly Kinnev.
Tim Duignan and Barry Werhman.
Smither said the toughest competition should come from Morehead State
and Murray State, both teams that the
Colonels have beaten this season.
This year's tournament will be held
May 14 at the campus of Middle
Tennessee Stale University

By Alan White
Staff writer
Coach Tom Higgins' Netters will
head into the OVC tournament next
weekend with some needed momentum thanks to last weekend's performances at Murray State.
Against Middle Tennessee Friday,
the Netters won a 5-4 victory over the
Blue Raiders.
Top-seeded Todd Clements defeated
Anson Chilartt 6-4. 6-4.
Todd Wise, at No. 2 singles,
defeated David Wehrle 6-4. 1-6. 6-1.
Middle Tennessee recovered to nail
down the third and fourth singles with
Chris Brown losing to Ken
Ventimiglea 6-3. 6-2 and Brian
Marcum falling to Mike Feltman 6-2,
7-6.
Chris Smith the fifth-seeded player,
beat Peter Beare 6-0, 6-7. 6-2.
Jimmy Earle defeated Rob
l.undegard 6-0. 6-1.
In doubles action, the team of
Clements and Wise defeated Earle and
Chilertt 6-3. 7-5.
At No. 2 doubles. Brown and Marcum defeated Beare and Feltman 3-6.
7-6. 7-5.
Middle Tennessee's duo of Wherle
and Ventimiglea defeated Smith and
l.undegard 6-4. 6-3.
The regular season ended on an even
higher note against Austin Peay.
Due to the rainy weather, the
Netters headed indoors to play the
Governors and won 6-3.
Clements defeated
Hartmut
Junghahn in straight sets 7-6. 7-6.
Wise defeated Myles Van Urk 7-5.
6-2.
Brown defeated Fred Blanck 6-1.
6-1.
Marcum lost to Kurt Artgell 7-5. 6-1.
while Smith defeated Kirk Lancaster
6-3. 6-4.
In the final singles match,
l.undegard lost in three sets to Tony
Dorres 2-6. 7-5. 6-4.
In doubles play. Junghahn and Van
Urk got some revenge as they defeated
Clements and Wise 6-3. 4-6. 6-3.
Brown and Marcum defeated Angell
and Blanck 6-4, 6-4 and Lundegard
and Smith defeated Dorres and
Lancaster 6-1. 6-1.
Higgins said he was pleased with the
Netter's performance in their last
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Sports

Women to host Becky Boone Relays this weekend
By Thomas Barr
Editor
lor the university's two track
teams, the next four weeks will be
busy ones.
This weekend, the women will host
t he Becky Boone Relays at the Tom
Samuels track.

After a couple weeks off, both teams
will compete in the Ohio Valley
Conference championships in Murray.
And finally, the university may have
one or two qualifiers for the NCAA
championships May 28-June 2 in
Eugene, Ore.
To warm up for these big events, the

Hy turn

And my
winner is...
Scott Wilson
The
people here on the Pro#'i's«have allowed me this space to tell
you goodbye. I have a few things on
my mind to talk about with you. I
would like to voice my opinon, for
w hat it is worth, on the Athlete of the
> ear award, special athletes and some
ill hlet ic- moments that stand out in my

mind.
The Athlete of the Year award was
started two years ago. It was
oi iginated to award outstanding peril.•■mances of the student athletes. It
i« now given to just seniors.
The men's winner this year was the
odds-on favorite. Tron Armstrong is
another in the long line of football
players (hat go from the training of
(toy Ki<ld to the professional ranks. He
v. ill !»• a pro star.
I f ill- award had been allowed to be
given 10 underclassmen, I would have
to have disagreed with the Armstrong
choice.
Tony 1'arris is a freshman basketball
player with enormous talent. Parris
. ame to the university and has given
I he basketball program a big boost.
All Parris has done his freshman
year is lead the team in scoring, led the
nation in scoring for freshman and got
an honorable mention All-American
Linking from The Sporting News.
Look for a great men's basketball
team next year.
The women's choice for Athlete of
I he Year baffles my mind. I must
preface my comments by saying that
i admire I.ori Duncan for her talent.
She is a great athlete.
However. Duncan sat out almost
half of this year due to an injury.
Therefore. 1 can't realistically think
:..n she is the lop female athlete this
j ear.
My choice for the female award
would have gone to a track and cross
country star.
This athlete finished fourth in the
() VC cross country championship this
year. During track season, she has
been part of. or single-handly set.
numerous school records.
M v choice for Female Athlete of the

Year is Maria Pazarentzos.
The four years that I have been
writing for the university, sports has
allowed me to see some tremendous
athletes.
The football players are numerous.
There are professionals like George
Floyd, Steve Bird. Chris Isaac and
Armstrong.
Then there are the female athletes
like Olympic volleyball team member
Deanne Madden. There was also the
great career of Lisa Goodin who didn't
let her 5-foot-7-inch size keep her from
becoming the school's all-time leading
female basketball scorer.
There have also been some great
moments that have stuck in my mind.
I remember when basketball coach
Max Good, after ending a seven-game
losing streak his first year of coaching
with a win over Akron, turned to the
crowd and lifted his hands in triumph.
He is such a hard worker.
The winning touchdown that Bird
scored against Murray State in the
televised night football game will
always be with me. It was nice to see
a team come together and march some
60 yards for the victory.
The single moment in Colonel sports
that I will never forget happened in
1981 at the national football cham
pioinship game in Wichita Falls.
Texas.
The Colonels had just lost the title
game to Idaho State and Kevin Greve
and David Dhirkop were slowly
walking up the ramp to the locker
room. Assistant coach Tom Jones met
them at the top of the ramp and the
three embraced.
They stayed together for about four
minutes. I thought to myself that if
the people who claim that athletes
have no feelings and are merely
machines could just see this. I will
never forget it.
Well, I better close. Writing for the
Progress was fun. I learned a lot about
this profession and about people. And
I think that is an important part of
college - I think.

university's two track squads
competed last weekend in the
Kentucky Relays in Lexington.
The cold, windy and rainy weather
kept the times away from record
clockings but the inclement climate
didn't keep Rick Erdmann's runners
from
posting
several
fine
performances.
"I thought we had some good
performances." said Erdmann. "The
conditions out there were really
awful."
Rose Gilmorc. who after a sparkling
freshman campaign last season had
suffered through an off-season so far.
collected her most impressive win of
the season in the 100-meter dash.
The Reading. Pa., native defeated
fellow sophomore Regina Felder with
her time of 12.1 seconds.
"It was her best race this year," said
Erdmann. "And she beat a real good
field."
Gilmore wasn't alone with her
victory as four other teammates
collected wins and nine others finished
second.
Maria Pazarentzos won the women's
).000-meter run by over five seconds.
The Springfield. Ohio, native clocked
n with a time of 9:53.1, which was
>etter than Marge Hut/.el of Ohio
Jniversity.
Another victory was earned by I'ani
taglin The Georgetown resident won
he 80-meter run as her time of 2:11
■as four seconds better than
Kentucky's Missy Vaughn and set a
nect record in the event.
Anna Stewart won the team's only
field event by leaping 36 feet. I' i
inches in the triple jump and set a
meet record in the process.
The final victory came from men's
team member Vince Scott. The
Philadelphia raised performer was
victorious in the 200-meter dash with jump.
i time of 21.68 seconds.
Aside from the Saturday victories.
Two of the second place honors came the learns also had several secondiday when the field and some of the olace performances.
tance events were contested.
Stewart backed up her victory in the
irenda Burden bettered the school .triple jump with a second place in the
cord in the 400-meter dash for the long jump. The Glassboro. N.J. junior
•cond straight week. After setting had a leap of over 17 feet. 3 inches.
le record last week in the Dogwood
Linda Dowdy, a native of
.elays. she bettered that time with a
Indianapolis, also finished second. The
■ locking of 55.76 seconds in the
lunior was two-tenth of a second
100-meter dash.
' lehind the winner with her time of 14.7 ,
"It felt good, said Burden, who seconds in the 100-meter hurdles.
added that she felt there was a
Kenny Wilson, a junior from
possibility of beating that time this
Morganfield. was second in the high
weekend.
jump with a leap of 6 feet, 10 inches.
"With her attitude and ability, and
He had the same heigth as the winner.
with some good weather, she'll destroy
Mark Smith of Ferris State, but the
the school mark." said Brian Andrews
starting forward on the basketball
the assistant track coach.
team had more misses.
Besides Raglin's victory in the
All five of the university's relay
800-meter, she had a second-place
teams that placed in the top three
finish in the 1.500-meter run. Her time
finished in second place.
of 4:30.82 was almost three seconds
The women's 400-meter relay team
behind the winning time of Bernadet le
of Debra Johnson. Gilmore. Stewart
Madigan of Todds Road.
and Burden was two-tenths of a
Larry White was the only men's
second behind the winning time of the
performer to place in the top three
University of Toledo with its 47.33
Friday. The junior performer had a second performance.
leap of 23 feet. 10' i inches which was
In the women's 1.600-meter relay,
good enough for third place in the long
the university foursome of Marilyn
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Williams was second with it* cinch inn
of 3:15.65. over three seconds behind
the winners.

• • •

The largest and best field in the
history of the Becky Boone Relays will
assemble at the 2'om Samuels track
Friday and Saturday.
'It's the strongest field we've had.
said Tim Moore, assistant track: I oach
and meet director. "You ve got some
strong teams and some newcomers
also."
"It's going to be an excellent.' said
Brian Andrews, assistant track coach
"It's going to be one of the most com
petitive women's track meets in the
country."
Among the 26 teams will be squadi
from the University of Alabama, the
University of Kentucky. Ohio Stale
University and Murray State
University.

Earn up to $80.00 every
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Johnson. Kaglin. Gilmore and Burden
was four seconds behind the winning
Toledo team with its clocking of
3:51.53.
On the men's side, the university
had three second-place relay
performances.
In the sprint medley relay, anchor
man Andre Fincher was bumped with
the runner from Eastern Michigan and
lost the race in a photofinish. The foursome of Jerome Dorsey. Andre
Williams. Scott and Fincher had a time
of 3:24.2.
The team of Dorsey. Scott. White
and Sam Bailey finished second once
again to Eastern Michigan in the
400-meter relay with its time of 41.83
seconds.
And once again, the lihiversily was
looking at the backs of the Eastern
Michigan runners in the 1.600-meter
relay. This time, the foursome of Juan
Mosby. Roger Chapman. Fincher anil

RICHMOND PLASMA
CENTER

Crystal Kitchen

121 Ravenwood Road
Versailles. Kentucky 40383
(606)873-5569or 223-4141
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Eastern's Sam Bailey leads the pack in the high hurdles
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Discount cards set
for fall registration

Purse
thefts
increase

By Angela McCord
Staff writer

By Lisa Frost
News editor
AU women in offices on campus have
been advised by the Division of Public
Safety to keep their purses locked in
their desks and keep the doors to offices locked when t^ey are away.
According to a memo issued by
Timothy Clark, a police officer with
the Division of Public Safety, there
has been "an increase in reported
thefts from offices throughout the
university in recent weeks."
Wynn Walker, assistant director of
public safety, said the "vast majority
of the thefts were crimes of
opportunity."
The rooms where the purses were
kept were left unattended for as little
as "less than 10 minutes."
Walker said when purses or wallets
were taken they were usually left nearby in a restroom or garbage can with
just the cash missing.
He said the crimes could have been
committed b> one person or several
people and it may be someone who is
nol associated with the university.
Me said the reason for sending the
memo to university personnel was a
matter of "crime prevention."
"If we make people aware it s happening-so they will lock their
doors...then maybe the crime will
slop." he said.
•»
Walker said it is almost impossible
to catch a person committing a crime
of this sort, because women don't
usually discover it until long after the
crime has been committed and
"sometimes they don't report it to us
until the next day." And cash is
almost impossible to trace.
Walker said he hadn't noticed an increase in reports of thefts since the
notice came out last Tuesday. But he
was quick to add that this was in no
way proot that the thefts have
stopped.
He noted thai the memo asked all
personnel to "report any suspicious
persons loitering in the hallways to
public safety at 2821."

Photo by Sew Eftura

Picnic lunch
Enioymg a little respite from the rain, Lisa Bussed, left, an undecided freshman from Middlcsboro. and Beth Brown, a freshman
nursing mapr from Baltismore. Ohio, find the fountain area makes a nice place for lunch.

Emergency fund to help needy students
By Angela McCord
Staff writer
For those students who find
themselves without any money to eat
on. help may be on the way.
The Kmergency Meal Fund program
will go into affect this fall to aid
hungry students who have no money
to buy food.
»
The program began materializing
last Januarv. said Dr. George
Nordgulen. the university chaplain.
"At a Campus Ministers Association meeting, we decided to try and do
something about this." said
Nordgulen.
"The ministers organized a
committee of about 10 people to work
on the program. The committee is
made up of three to four ministers,
four to five members from the campus
ministries and I'm the Student
Association's representative." said
Nancv Oeswein. a senior economics

and marketing major from Louisville.
Nordgulen said for years he and
Larry Martin, director of food service,
have been personally helping students
who are faced with this problem. He
said they have helped 10 to 20
students this semester.
The
chaplain
stressed
the
confidentiality of the program. He said
needy students would be screened only
by himself. The student would not be
given cash, but vouchers to be
redeemed in the Powell Cafeteria.
"Larry Martin will collect them
about once everv month and give them
to me." Nordgulen said. "I'll get the
money trom the treasury and pay
Larry."
A Miles for Meals run was recently
held to raise money for the program.
The 5,000-meter race had 66 runners
participating at a fee of $3 each, said
Oeswein.
"We raised about $325. We hope to
make it an annual event." said

Nine get Excellence in Teaching honors
Nine faculty members have been
named to receive Excellence in
Teaching Awards for the 1983-84
school year.
This year's winners are:
Betty Thompson, assistant professor of medical technology: Dr. Dannv Britt. professor of agriculture: Dr.
Dan Kobinette, professor of speech

Beginning this fall, university
students will be issued a free special
discount card that will allow them to
pay lower prices on many items in the
Richmond community.
The discount cards are a means of
getting the students out into the town,
said Brian Busch. a graduate business
student from Ashland and coorganizer of the card.
He said he hoped the card would
make the student more aware of the
businesses in Richmond and help
improve the relationship between
students and the community.
The discounts range from a free
Coke to 20 percent off some item;.
Some of the merchants participating
are Mar-Tan Optical. Super X Drugs.
Famous Recipe. Gold Star Chili and
Paco's. according to Busch.
"We think we'll have about 30
merchants when everyone responds."
said Busch.
Co-organizer Vickie Shadoan, a
senior fashion merchandising major
from Somerset, said some of the store

and theater arts: Dr. John Moore.
assistant professor of accounting: Dr.
Joanna Patemo. assistant professor of
curriculum and instruction: Dr. Don
Calitri. professor of health education:
Wolfred White, associate professor of
police administration: Dr. John
Harley. professor of biological science:
and Dr. Marc Goldstein, associate pro-

Oeswein.
She said the Student Association
has discussed making the program a
permanent recipient of the money from
its Fall Festival and Spring Fling.
Until recently, the money from the
events have been given to a
philanthropy.
"We conducted a student survey but
the survey showed that students
didn't really want the money to be
used for the fund." she said. "But the
survey revealed that the students
didn't really want the money to be
used for anything in particular.
"We are planning on doing further
research on the subject."
Nordgulen said the final details of
the program have not been ironed out:
however, he said it has been decided
that the program will be based on a
pay back or non-pay back system.
Students are not obligated to pay
back money for the food they eat. said
Nordgulen
"But they are encouraged to pay
hark in order to help others in the
same situation." said the chaplain.

"We are not going to eliminate
hunger in the world but we are making life a little bit easier," said Oeswein. "We are really going to make an
impact, at least within our own little
community."
Oeswein said if a student tries to
abuse the system, he will be directed
to use one of the other services on
campus, like the emergency money
fund.
The dean of women, dean of men.
director of student affairs, dormitory
directors and resident assistants will
be asked to recommend students they
are aware of who need this type of
help, said Nordgulen.
Nordgulen said he does not want a
lot of publicity tor the program.
"We want to handle this in a
dignified manner." he said.
However, he said the response for
the program has been very good.
"People who are in administrative
positions have been very helpful." he
said. "We have had a tremendous
interest in the program shown all
across campus."

managers were giving impressive
discounts.
Hoppers Jewelry located on Main
Street is giving a 15 percent discount.
Currier's Musk World is giving a 10percent discount and Studio 27 is'
giving a 10 percent discount on the
27th of each month, said Shadoan.
The cards, which will be made out of
lightweight cardboard paper, will be
good from August 1984 until August
1985. said Busch.
"The card will be the size of a
business card and it will fold out and
list all the participating merchants and
their discounts." said Busch.
The card will have a disclaimer on
the back stating that if a merchant
wishes to discontinue the discount, the
Student Association is not responsible
for the action, according to Busch.
Full-time students will be issued the
(Cards and a handout explaining the
uses of it during fall registration, said
Shadoan.
"Students will not be allowed to use
the card and coupons together," said
Shadoan. They also must show valid
student identification with the card.
Busch said the cost of the cards will
be about $100 and the Student.
Association will pick up the expense, *
The only cost to the merchant ■ will
be the discounts they give, he said.
"The food discounts will probably be
used more often than anything else."
said Shadoan.
Shadoan said the project was tried
about a year ago but was unsuccessful
"I just couldn't see why the merchants wouldn't want it. so Brian and
1 started working on getting it going."
she said.
Morehead State University and t he
University of Louisville have similar
discount programs, said Busch.
He said the Student Association
office received a letter from a national
company that wanted to set up the
discount program in the Richmond
community.
"They company was going to get
$275 from each merchant who
participated in the program." he said.
"We decided we could do the same
thing they would do at a fraction of the
cost, so we started by talking to the
Chamber of Commerce." he said.
The program, which was first
worked on in October, will be handled
yearly by the Student Rights and
Responsibility Committee of the
Student Senate.

fessor anthropology, sociology a\
social work.
The teachers represent each of the
university's nine academic colleges.
Each teacher will be honored at a
luncheon May 12.
Selection for the honor was based on
voting by faculty, students and
alumni.
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People poll

Herpes epidemic
invades campus

What do you intend to do with your
free time on study day?

By K. RandaH Yocum
John Honcbel, sophomore, nursing.
Hazard
I plead the Fifth Amendment.

Becky Hicks, sophomore, interior
design. Bardstowa
I'm going to the Boonesboro Lake
and play Frisbee while I get a suntan.

Dr. George Herbert, associate
professor of Industrial Educational
Technology. Richmond
The American Institute of Design
and Drafting students will be taking
a field trip to Jerrico in Lexington to
view their computer graphics system
and I II be going with them.

Troye Powers, junior, drafting and
design, Crestwood
I live outside of Louisville and will
be going to the annual boat race
between the Belle of Louisville and the
Delta Queen.

•

Theresa Smith, freshman, undecided,
Versailles
I 'm going to sleep late, lay out if it's
sunny and dream about the beach.
Bettina Tudor, senior, interior design,
Lexington
I'll lay out in the sun drinking pina
coladas and dreaming about getting
out of here.

Julie Drammoad. freshman, business.
Louisville
' If it's sunny I'll lay out and get
drunk.
Glen Daves, sophomore, public
relations. Louisville
If it's sunny I'll play golf with Bob
and if not I'll just sleep all day.

Diin

Drummond

News capsule
Yale professor
to speak on acid rain
Dr. Gene E. Likens, a biology professor at Yale University will speak on
acid rain at a lecture at 7 p.m. April
30 in Room 100 of the Moore Buikhng.

The public lecture is sponsored by
the university's Division of Natural
Areas.

University to host
cheerleading camp
The university will host the Univer-

Staff writer

For the past few weeks, the
periodical section of the library has
had a rather unusual visitor - a 165
pound talking copy machine
The machine is on loan U> the
university, with the option to buy.
from the Sharp Electronic Co.
The university is considering
purchasing the machine which- is
valued at approximately $5,000. according to Dr. Ernest Weyhrauch. dean
of the library.
The machine has five statements
that it spurts out at the appropriate
time.
When a coin is inserted into the
machine it will say, "Check the paper
size."
The machine has the capability of
reproducing several different sizes of
material but presently only prints 8 '/>
x 11 size copies.
Should a person using the machine
neglect to remove the original material
within three seconds after the copy has
been made the machine says. "Remove
the original.''
The machine also says, "Paper
misfed. Open the copier and remove

the misfed paper." or "Paper misfed.
Remove the cassette and clear the
misfed paper." depending upon where
the paper has been misfed.
"Replenish the paper." says the
machine, when it runs out of paper.
If you didn't hear what the machine
said the first time, press the voice
recall key and it will repeat itself.
According to the owner's manual,
there is a volume control inside of the
cabinet that allows you to silence the
machine if so desired.
Like most other copy machines, it
has a panel of lights which indicate the
trouble such as when the machine is
out of paper or has some paper that
has been misfed somewhere.
The cost of a short conversation and
a reproduction of some printed matter
is 5 cents.
The gender of the machine is
undetermined by just looking at it but
after a conversation you will probably
conclude that at least its voice is that
of a male.
The administration will be making
its decision of whether or not to keep
the machine soon. So if you don't want
to miss a chance of having a machine
tell you what to do, you better hurry.
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Summer program
offered in Spain
A summer travel study program in
Madrid. Spain, will be offered by the
university from June 27 to Aug. 3.
The program is available to both
undergraduate and graduate students
and can be taken for six credit hours.
The fee for the trip is $ 1.400 and includes room and board, roundtrip
transportation from Louisville and
weekend excursion costs.
For. more information contact Dr.
Norris MacKinnon at 622-1002

Check cashing
to end Friday
Personal checks will not be cashed
at the Administration Building and
the Powell Building cashier's office
after April 27. Check cashing will
resume May 16 for students enrolled
in intersession.

Progress staffer
wins top award
Sean F.lkins. a staff photographer
and former photo editor for The
Eastern Progress has won an award
for first place spot news photography
from Columbia Scholastic Press
Association.
Klkins. 20. is a junior geology major from Beattyville.

Spring Fling set
today from 10 to 4
Spring Fling has been rescheduled
for today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Meditation Chapel area.
Arts and crafts and live entertainment will be featured.
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mean herpes At certain rlini
base of these sores can lie set |Mtl aid
then stained and or cultured I >'
firm diagnosis
The treatment for herpes is in.iniK
supportive - meaning making thi pa
tient feel better This HIM
tub baths, air drying t he s» r,'s u it l( a
hairdryer aspirin for pain reliel and
acyclovir. which is a cream thai
doesn't kill the virus hot dins make
the sores less puintul and clear** t hen
up in about seven .lavs I'll - di spiti
its $20 price lag. it is perhaps worth n
s<> what does all this sa"> UIMIUI
herpes?
It is common, it hurts and then
cure -- so use some discretion :■
relationships.
Dr. Wendy Oikhrist is the •
director of Student Health .V

To the Graduating Seniors
Congratulations and Qooi Cuck
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For Those Of You Who Will Be Back Next Yea*
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FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT

MAR-TAN OPTICAL

THE SUMMER CAMP
WHERE THE NUTS ARE
ON THE LOOSE.

Where The Students Are Made to Feel at Home

623-4267

205 Geri Lane
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tit MOWS MICHAEL MacOOMLO
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Teacher gets grant
to study in India
Dr. Rex Morrow, an assistant professor of education and teacher at
Model Laboratory School has received a Fulbright-Hays scholarship to
study in India this summer.
Morrow will study the country's
culture and civilization

Talking machine in use
in basement of library
By Greg Hintoa

sal Cheerleading Association's summer cheerleading camp May 5-8.
For more information about the
camp, call UCA at 1-800-238-0286.

We seem to have another epidemic
of herpes on campus. But that's not
unusual as there has been a herpes
epidemic in the United States for the
past eight years.
Herpes is the fastest growing
venereal disease in the United States.
With an estimated five to 20 million
persons in the United States with this
disease, the current sufferers have a
lot of company.
Herpes is caused by a virus. And like
all viral diseases, there is no cure.
About two years ago a prescription
cream became available that decreases
the pain of herpes somewhat and
shortens the time of the sores. But as
of yet. there is no cure.
However with so many people with
herpes, the drug companies are all
busily looking for an answer.
Herpes is manifest by blister looking
bumps on the genitalia. These blisters
ri in several days to become red.
r type sores. They are multiple and
are very painful. The lymph nodes
(glands) in the groin also enlarge and
are tender.
With the first episode of herpes, the
person often developes a flu-like illness
consisting of a fever, headache,
achiness and vomiting. This, in fact,
can precede the sores and lasts several
days. The sores themselves last two to
three weeks.
This entire picture is dismal enough,
but to make it even worse, these sores
can recur whenever they want. Thus
although the initial sores completely
disappear. the virus is still in the body.
And there it remains. Thus the sores,
which are the manifestation of the
virus, reappear on an average of four
to five times a year. However, they
usually are less painful and don"t last
as long on these reappearances.
Herpes is venereal, meaning it is
transmitted through intercourse or
very close sexual contact. Now usually the virus is just passed when one
member has the open sores. But occasionally there is an asymptomatic
shedder - meaning a person who has
the virus and can pass it on even
though no sores are present. There is
no way of knowing who these people
are.
In fact, there is no way of knowing
who has the virus until the sores are
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Citizens continue protest of proposed incinerator
By Lisa Frost
News editor
The United States Army is currently preparing an environmental impact
statement to determine if a nerve gas
rocket incinerator in Madison County*
could be tolerated by the environment.
However, area residents apparently
cannot tolerate the incinerator and are
trying to do something about it.
The Lexington-Bluegrass Army
Depot, located five miles south of
Richmond, currently serves as a
storage area for nerve gas rockets. The
Army has proposed construction of a
multi-million doll r incinerator in
mid-1985 so it can destroy rockets containing the chemical.
At a hearing to get public comment
for the enviornmental impact statement held by the Army in February,
residents learned the reason for the
destroying the rockets was because
they are obselete.
"As the weapon becomes outdated
and unusable it must be destroyed
safely." said Richard Roux. systems
manager for the USA Toxic and
Hazardous Material Agency.
People have expressed concerned
with the safety record of the depot.
Bill Rice. Richmond resident and
owner of Bill Rice Insurance Agency.

recalled a 1979 accident at the depot
that created a noxious cloud which
caused a portion of Interstate 75 to be
closed temporarily.
"In the past most of the neighbors
pf the Bluegrass looked at (the Army)
as a good neighbor with little fear, considering all the ammunition and
chemicals stored here." he said. "This
has all changed. It changed in August
of a'79 when 45 of my neighbors ended up in the hospital because of a toxic smoke that they were exposed to.
"And that toxic smoke came from
the smoke pots that were burned on
this depot."
Three years after this accident in
1982, The Army confirmed a leak at
the facility although they never determined the cause.
The Army have assured residents
that the incinerator plant would be
safe. They said it had been tried at two
other locations, Tooele. Utah, and
Umatilla. Ore., without causing harm.
In an environmental impact statement prepared for a similar incinerator
on Johnson Atoll in the Pacific Ocean,
the Army said that even under the
worst foreseeable accident, the incinerator would create "no hazard to
personnel or release (of nerve gas) to
the environment."

People questioned not only the safety of such an operation, but also the
Army's reason behind it and what
would be come of the incinerator after
all the nerve gas was destroyed.
Several hundred people attended the
hearing and their concern over what
will happen is still strong.
Rice said he has formed a committee devoted to understanding all the
issues involved.
"We got over 500 people out at the
depot. That is fantastic. At a similar
meeting in Alabama the night before,
they had 16. We are concerned," said
Rice.
"We are working through the offices
of Larry Hopkins, Dee Huddleston
and the Army. We want to know
everything there is to know about the
depot," he said. "We do not want them
to make a decision until all the facts
are known."
"What we would like to see is a plan
that would take the nerve gas away
from here to a less densely populated
area, like Tooele," said Rice. "What we
want most is to insure that no one
would be hurt if there was an
accident."
U.S. Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston
of Kentucky, spoke on the issue of the
incinerator during a stop in Richmond

Wednesday.
"We will do nothing until the studies
are complete and safety can be
assured." he said. "Wecan look at the
Johnson island and learn from them.
"What is most important is that we
know all the facts before we start,"
said Huddleston. "We need to study
alternatives. Can we transport this
away? Can it be safely stored?"
Huddleston said plans had already
been drawn up in regard to time tables
such as when construction would
begin and end and when destruction of

the rockets would begin, but he said
that these plans would not be put into effect until all the facts were looked at and a firm decision was made.
Both city and county governments'
have shown their concern over the Army's plans and passed legislation opposing the construction of the
incinerator.
Madison County Fiscal Court
magistrates supported a resolution opposing the destruction of nerve gas or
any chemical to be used for warfare.
It also requested that the Army safe-

ly transport the nerve gas to an area
less densely populated for destruction.
In the event the Army does build the
incinerator the resolution asked for all !
by-products to be transported out of
Madison County and that medical and
evacuation plans be set up in case of
an accident. It also requested that no
additional chemicals be brought into
depot for destruction.
"I'm glad for all the support we are
getting. With all of us maybe we can
make ourselves heard and get things
done," said Rice.

Impact Party proud of senate work
By Thomas Barr
Editor
Like proud parents sending their
oldest child off to his first summer
camp. Annette Ohlmann and Martin
Schickel are about to leave their baby.
Student Association, to a new leaders.
Although the Impact Party followed
(he successful and popular reign cf
Carl Kremer and Neil Dimond. both
Ohlmann and Schickel think they have
done a good job of leading the Student
Assoc'ation.
"I think working with the Student
Advisory Board opened up some
channels of communications for the
i udent groups." said Ohlmann.
"I think through things like the
Kripe line, the senate scope and
~i ■n.iiors getting out and meeting their
poople. that students have more of an
awareness of student government."
said Ohlmann.
Schickel said much of the senate's
work won't be felt until next year.
"A lot of the legislation that we
passed must go through the Board of
Regents and we won't see the results
of the curriculum changes because we
iMith graduate." said Schickel.
Ohlmann and Schickel mentioned
several accomplishments this year by
the Student Association.
Both said the Student Advisory

Board's work, the gripe line,
student discount cards, the Mentor
program, curriculum.changes, safety
resolutions, the imput on the new
faculty evaluations and the national
representation of issues are among the
accomplishments of the Student
Association this year.
"The Mentor program could be a
very, very good program that could
help both the university and the
students." said Ohlmann. "But it will
take a lot of hard work."
Although they felt it was a productive year, the pair also admitted there
were some things they would have liked to seen addressed.
'' For example, we felt like we could
have asked for open house hours for
every dorm every night of the week:
however, in working with Interdorm.
we compromised to have it remain
every other night but with more
hours." said Ohlmann.
The Lancaster crosswalk is another
thing Ohlmann said she wished could
have been settled, along with better
lighting by Walters and Sullivan halls.
When asked to grade both Student
Association and themselves, the two
leaders came up with similar answers.
"If you measure it in pieces of
legislation brought before the Senate,
we'd get an A." said Ohlmann. "If you

measure it in terms of discussion
generated, we'd get an A-plus because
our senators refuse to let things go
without talking about them.
"In terms of getting things through
the Board (of Regents), we'd probably
get a C because the things aren't at
that stage yet." said Ohlmann.
"Overall for our efforts and for what
we set out to do, we did very, very well
and wouldn't hesitate to give ourselves
a B-plus or an A."
"From what we've heard from the
students, we've done a very good job
and we are proud," said Schickel.
Both agreed that although the year
was filled with many long hours and
headaches, they would have run again
had graduation not been just a few
weeks away.
"If we were staying, I think we
would do it again," said Ohlmann. 'I
think
we
would _ do
it
as
enthusiastically as we did it this year,
but it's nice to say that there is
something else out there thtt is going
to prevent us from doing that."
Ohlmann said she hopes to work for
General Electric in Louisville and
Schickel is headed for Ohio University
for graduate work on his master's
degree.
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owell
erved
A years
By Lisa Frost
News editor
After 24 years of service to the
|niversity, President J.C. Powell has
aid he will retire, effective next fall.
In December 1982 when Powell was
lot cd a four-year extension to his contact at a Board of Regents meeting,
|e said-he foresaw his retirement soon.
"I think I will probably want to
fnish (ny career here," he said in an
nlerview with The Progress last year.
II've been a part of this institution
lince it had 3,000 students and about
|00. maybe a few more, faculty."
Powell, 58, once said he would like
> travel with his wife, Downey, when
|e retired and a few of things he
ouldn't do before.
"Downey and I would like to do
ome traveling and perhaps follow the
|un," said Powell. "I've not seen nearas rouch of the United States as I
^ant to see."
Powell took the president's office
ct. 1,4976 after President Robert R.
lartin! retired. He served the univerlity 16 years before that in various
japaCi ties.
Powell held the positions of Excutive Assistant, Dean of Business
kffairs. Executive Dean, Vice Presi|ent for Administration. He was also
professor of education and taught
|ourses in business statistics and
ducalion administration.
Powell graduated from Harrodsburg
iigh School and received a bachelor's
li'grec from the University of
Kentucky.
Powell earned his master's degree in
ducation from the University of
nuis ville while teaching mathematics
|t Atberton High School.
In 1657. he became divisional direcor of- the Kentucky Department of
[Education for three years.
During his years at the university,
►owell saw Martin's "building boom."

Nuclear arms topic of forum
By Llaa Froat
News editor

Area residents were once again
reminded that they live in a world
under a constant threat of nuclear war,
during a forum Tuesday on nuclear armament problems.'
The forum, sponsored by The
Bluegrass Forum On Nuclear
Weapons Policy, invited discussion on
nuclear armament freezes and reductions and the threat of Soviet aggression during a nuclear weapons strike.
Dr. William J. Taylor Jr., one of two
guest speakers from Washington D.C.,
told over 700 people in Brock
Auditorium, he thinks it is pointless
to debate who might strike first.
"Nuclear strategies are not talked
about in Russia. It is the Politburo
who makes the decisions. There are no
congressmen - no youth demonstrations," he said.
Taylor, chief operating officer of
Georgetown University Center for
Strategic International Studies, said
the United States had to convince the
11-member Politburo of a plan that
would prevent a nuclear strike.
"We could lie to them and tell them
that we have more (nuclear arms) than
we do, but that won't work. We are an
open country, they could find out," he
said. "Either we have the capacity to
strike back effectively or we don't."
Taylor said he isn't in favor of a

Women's swimming
set as new NCAA sport

Dr. J. C. Powell listens at regents meeting
He said he believed his administration
served a different purpose.
"This institution is now past its
teenage years. We went through that
period of time in the '60s and '706
where we were growing so rapidly we
changed almost every month," he said.
"Bill those times are behind us.
" I see my term of administration,
thus lar anyway, as a time of trying
to flush out the things of quality, with
improvements in the way we're doing
the things we do rather than growth
in them. '

nuclear arms build up, but he asked,
"How will we deter the Soviets?"
Taylor said he supports a nuclear
arms limitation pact. And he said he
hopes for the reduction of existing
weapons.
Dr. Robert C. Molander, founder of
Ground Zero and current president of
the Roosevelt Center for American
Studies in Washington DC, said he
was in favor of nuclear arms freeze,
but was also looking for new alternatives to the problem of nuclear arms
build up.
"You and I who are thoughtful of
the world are scared of nuclear war.
And we should be," he said. "We think
nuclear war will not just be a story on
TV or a Pentagon war game, but real"
He also said he thought eliminating
nuclear arms was as important as
preventing the use of them and he„
favored world cooperation in this
effort.
Molander said the Cuban Missle
Crisis was an obvious example of
nuclear arms intimidation. The United
States had more power and because of
that, won.
"We thought nuclear war could not
occur," he said. "But the Soviet Union
shoved us to the brink of nuclear war."
Molander said he didn't know what
alternatives there could be, but he encouraged people to write to their
senators and congressmen and tell

Powell has been responsible for such
projects as the reorganization of the
administrative functions and a review
of student retention. He has been an
active member of the Council on
Higher Education and serves as the
Kentucky representative to the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities.
After Powell's retirement begins in
January he said he plans to "put Ma
feet up for six months and not Urink
about anything."
,
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(Continued f_„_
from Page
One)
wanted it.
"They knew they had the coaching
staff and the facilities to take the
sport."
If the swimming program had not
been selected. Lichty said it would
have hurt the existing men's program.
"We were just told by at feast five
of the schools we have on our schedule
for next year that they would not swim
against us if we didn't have a women's
team," said Lichty. "It helps the
traveling costs to have both teams
swim at the same place, at the same

....

time."
V
Lichty said it will be very difficult
to field a competitive team this winter
because the recruiting season was
almost over before the announcement
was made.
He said he will contact over 50 high
school swimmers; however, a lot of the
positions will have to be filled with
walk-ons, many of which are already
attending the university.
"We are interested in girls coming
out and trying out for our team," said
Lichty. "We know there are some good
girl swimmers on this campus."

them how they feel about the nuclear
issue.
Taylor said he favored a bipartisan
approach to finding answers for the
problems caused by nuclear
armaments.
"This would capture the essence of
democracy," he said.
Molander. however, believes in using
non-paritsan means.
"We could focus on problems instead of strategy issues for too long.''
he said.

Powell ^
to resign
Dec. 30th
(Continued from Page One)
Norfleet, the president at Morehead
State University. "He has certainly
meant a great deal to higher education
in Kentucky."
Although the announcement came
suddenly, Norfleet said his colleague's
decision didn't come as a complete
surprise.
Norfleet said that at Powell's age. a
man can make such a decision
overnight.
Dr. Donald Zacharias, the president
at Western Kentucky University, also
said Powell will be missed when he
steps down.
"He's somebody I admire and have
turned to often on issues concerning
higher education and, for that matter,
administrative problems," said
Zacharias. "There has been competition among schools but from the
standpoint of working together and
improving higher education has
always been close.
"We're losing a fine member of the
team," said Zacharias.
Harry Snyder, the executive director of the Council on Higher Education, said, "He has provided a great
deal of leadership in these tight times
for higher education."
"I would certainly hope that they would select another president of
J.C.'s caliber," said Snvder.

ormer professor wins suit over tenure against university
Continued from Page One)
"I'll be open minded to settlement,
ut I really don't want it," said
.andrum in a phone interview
"uesday. "I'd rather go the limit
cause there is no way I can lose.
hose guys are really on their backs."
Bertelsman has scheduled a status
Conference on June 8, to monitor the
ettlement process.
According to Lackey, if a decision

which is acceptable to both parties is
not reached, the case would go back to
trial again on issues concerning
settlement.
"The next trial would be very long,"
said Lackey. "But the major hump for
Landrum is now over. We have got
rulings on fact."
According to Lackey, if the case
goes back to trial there would be

several key issues to be settled
including:
.'The total dollar amount of
damages;
^Whether the defendant acted in
good faith;
»» Whether the agreement that waa
made could be binding since it was not
in writing; and
►'Whether a hearing on the

At
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122* S. Second Street
Richmond. KY
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complaints that the university had in
Landrum's contract would now prove
a justifiable reason to dismiss him
now. The basis for which would be
whether he neglected his duty,
whether he had committed an immoral
act or whether he had been convicted
of a crime.
In the suit Landrum asked for SI .36
million in connection with damages for

Phone 624-1859

his humiliation, embarrassment, loss
of wages, moving expenses and violation of his civil rights.
^
According to Lackey, the eight
. years the case has taken to come to
court are a result of many delays.
"Any case in federal court is slow,
but this one is inordinately slow," said
Lackey.
According to Landrum, 61. he wants

to be reinstated at the university so
that he can move back to his home in
Kentucky.
Landrum is currently a professor in
the business school at Tift College in
Forsyth. Ga.
According to Landrum when he took
the position at Tift, he moved to
Georgia, but his wife refused to leave
their home in Lexington.
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• • * Listen Today for the WLAP-FM CLASSMATE OF THE
YEAR Interview, Heard Exclusively at 2:20 p.m. and 7:20 p.m..
on WLAP-FM 94'/2.
9
Promotional Considerations By:
WENDY'S. WLAP-FM 94'/i,BLUE GRASS COCA-COLA, C 4 H RAUCH,
RICHMOND BANK. HAIRMASTERS SALON. HALL'S (ON THE RIVER).
WESTERN STEER, FORGET-ME-NOT-FLOWERS. J. SUITER'S MILL,
LONG JOHN SILVERS. CREATIVE ARTS. MR. GATTI'S. BENNIGANS.
AND THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
Special Thanks To CHEENO'S" . WIMZEES' . And OCEAN PACIFIC8 .

* * • "CLASSMATE OF THE MONTH" is a trademark of CLASSMATE USA.. No use of
CLASSMA TE, CLASSMA TE OF THE MONTH, and/or CLASSMA TE OF THE YEAR may be
used without the express written consent of CLASSMATE U.S.A.. All violators will be prosecuted
to the fullest extent of the law. All rights reserved G 1984.
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I

-Zlp_
, Age_

All free from Campus Coupons and
Pioneer Electronics USA Inc.

Contest Rules:
1 To eniei the Campus Sweepstakes print your name address college phone and age on
the entry totm
2 Mail youi entry w Camus Sweepstakes P0 Bui 121 EHKISUII U J 07630 On., 1
entry per person tn entries musi be receiver! Dy Mai 31 1984
3 A winner eill De selected by a random drawing and the chance ol winning will He
determined by the number ot entries received
4 Winner ol the Pioneer two Way Componem must be 18 years ot age oi older Students
entering must he eiwHeil lull lime in the college they list on the entry torm
5 This Sweepstakes is not open to employees and their immediate lamilres ot Campus
Coupons Pioneer Electronics then agencies advertising agency or iitnoorapheis
6 federal state and loceNaies are the sole responsibility ot the winner Sweepstakes
void where prohibited >t reslrtcted by law Alt lederal stale and weal regulations apply No
frchase necessary
the decision ol me tudges is trnal

.SAVE 77%
off Si's $1.95 cover price with this
special student rate of just 45* an Issuel
(Si's basic subscription rate is 89C an issue.)
For fast service call this toll-FREE number:

1-800-621-4800
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302)
Ask for TIME offer #S79972
Or mail this order form in today!
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SAVE51.00
on
schick' Super I
Pivoting OR
Twin Blade
Razor Systems

Yea! Send me
issues of SI at
the incredibly low student rate of 45C an issue.
(Minimum order 26, maximum order 104.)
I save 77% off the $1.95 cover price.
(Si's basic subscription rate is 89c an issue.)
D Payment enclosed □ Bill me later
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER
D ldliketotryyc<jrl«ac^Ka^MPI»mEncrOS6dis$2 00
Rush me 2 rolls of 20-exposure Kodak 5247*.
Name
Address
City

©MH§©

State
Zip

/AM

Prints and Slides from the same roll

Save 25* on new
Perma Soft* Shampoo.
Softens penned hair without
relaxing the curl.
MR RETAILER Wr will redeem this coupon, plus S< handling when
irrms of this offer have been complied with by you and the consumer For
paj menl, mail coupon lo Lamaur. Inc. PO Box 1631. Clinton. Iowa
52734. Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock to cover coupon* presented must be shown upon request Void where prohibited, taxed of
restricted by law Cash value l/ZOt Redemption on other than product
specified constitutes fraud Limn one coupon per item purchased

iSFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1964

TIME
EDUCATION

POLITICS
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SAVE 74%

A DAY

and moat ecofMitaScal1 way to

The

Mail to Seattle FilmVVorks
500 3rdW..P.0BoxC-34056
Seattle WA 98124

oft TIME'S $1.75 cover price with this
special student rate of just 45*an Issue!
(TIME'S basic subscription rate is 89* an Issue.)
For fast service call this toll-FREE number:

HEALTH

MOVIES

1-800-621-4800
(In Illinois call 1-800-972-8302)
Ask for TIME offer » T79950
Or mall this order form in today!

1406446
7bl00 10121.0

Ves! Send me
issues ol TIME al the
incredibly low student rate of 45* an issue. (Minimum
order 26, maximum order 104.)
I save 74% off the $1.75 cover price
(TIME'S basic subscription rate is 89c an issue.)
G Payment enclosed □ Bill me later

Save 25* on new
Perma Soft* Conditioner.
Softens permed hair without
relaxing the curl.
MR RETAILER We will redeem this coupon, plus M handling when
terrn*oilhiao«eThavebeenconipl>fd withDj youandthetomumer For
payment, mail coupon to Lamaur. Inc PO Bos 1651, Clinton. Iowa
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tented muit be shown upon request Void where prohibited, taxed or
restricted by law Cash value 1 -W Redemption on other than product
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Save $1.00 on the
beautiful razor
you don't have to
throw away,
put away or hide away.
Personal Touch*
from Schick.
THE BEAUTIFUL WAY
TO A
SIUY-SMO0TH SHAVE

TORTOISE SHEU
DESIGN RAZOR,
RERLLS, AfOTRAWB. CASE.

ToUa EncMed

For tank Cart orim, Ml «* free 1 -8ta>4 26-2836 (8 30-4:30 PST)
las1d7SHaaaaftaX
"fHWal^Marxtang $7ri«ijs»(2-w(«)(xJUI»*Aa-l)eav«ty-rWMCAT5
or$2l l\iafiA«MC*Is(4lo5uays)
Send to OA P ». 500 Third *We W.aVxC tfaCCM. aMTle. WA9810S

EXPIRES 12/31/84

SAVEon$ 1.00
Schick'Super I
Pivoting OR
Twin Blade
Razor Systems

Choose the closest shaves you can
get! The Schick Superl Pivoting
Razor with pivoting action, or the
Super iTwln Blade Razor, each with
two Twin Super Chromium
cartridges.

DOUBLE SHAVING SAVINGS!

924

. YiMpJaeinL-

Save $1.00 on the
Schick* Super!
Pivoting OR Twin Blade
Razor System

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED
541 North Fairt>sf*wCourt
CnicaQO, HHnote 60811

Order Your Personalized
Camera Strap Today
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Crfy/State.

MANUFACTURER COUPON

Or Mat DM

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
ort other i

Your Hue abilities even your GPA
. Be iieaningiess if you are
unlamiliar with 31 freeze up
during your admission exam
, .
Kjuale Taming alone may not dde:
.•.•■•■ GAPS comes m Tes! strategy and confer1
talion can make the difference Hours of lectures on
cassette tapes hundreds ot sages of corresponding lecture
notes and practice exams provide the preparation yoi.
While 1
■
: ranlee ,ou a .
score GAPS has a MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE tor your complete satisfaction

FOR COURSE UST, PRICES OR TO REQUEST
MORE INFORMATION, SEE REVERSE 8IOE

33600 112253
33-20S-CC
1

laANUFACTURtR COUPON y
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EXPIRES 12/31/84

SAVE $1.00

on
PersonalcToudi'

c

Razor
The Cosmetic
Shave"

33600 115835
40-158-C

NEW! STUDENT TRAVEL
ROAD TO RIO
DYNASTY STAR PAMELA BELLWOODS PERSONAL PORTFOLIO

For detail.

^^rr«m^..i .i"igiJ"T»!W«w3r

Four new
KodacolorVR
films from Kodak.

For versatility

For action.

For low light.

10Q20Q40Q
and 1000.

Introducing the
KodacolorVR films, four
new films —the best color print films Kodak has
ever made.
Kodacolor VR 100
film gives you more clarity and greater sharp. ness. Kodacolor VR 200
film gives you vibrant
color and a new. higher
speed that can help comftensate for changing
ight or unexpected movement Kodacolor VR 400
film lets you take great
stop-action shots with excellent definition. And
Kodacolor VR 1000 film
lets you take pictures
in existing light without
a flash. Or use it to stop
high-speed action —it's
Kodak's fastest color print
film ever.
You can get great
pictures if you get the
right films.. the new
KodacolorVR films.

Life never looked
so good.
c

I <Slnun Kaddk ( timpdnv 1**K i

letters
Iiust finished the article on the
Walkers trek from Alaska to
Mexico, at 8 30 am in the bland
security of a four-walled office. I've
got the travelling fever once again
Having |ust returned from a I 700 km
bike tour across Europe this summer. I'm especially interested in
the photography and trail tales of
the Walker Brothers, is there any
possibility of the show coming to
the University of North Carolina'
Could it be arranged'1
Three cheers times three for the
talents of Laursen and Walkers
two!
Nina Hrnry
Univrrsity ol North Carolina
Ienioyed reading about the
Walker Brothers Earthwalk in the
fall issue of Brtak I would like to
know if the Earthwalk show will be
coming to UCLA if not. could you
please let me know which
campuses will be hosting the show
and the Kodak seminar'' Thank you
for putting that story in Break I'm
glad I heard about the show
lim \J '■•
Los Angeles CA
In answer lo many requests for Earthwalk s uhedule here is the early 1984
itinerary ol this mixed-media chronicle of
tnr Walker Brothers 5000-milr orfyssry
as featured in the last Break
Umv ol Kentucky April 2. Umv of

Phil Walker Earth-canoeing
Western Kentucky A/>nl 3 Middle Tennessee Umv April 4 Vanderbill Univ.
April 5 Umv of Arkansas. April 9
Umv ol Nebraska. April 12. Umv ol
Denver April 16 Ulan Stair Univ.
April 20 Orraon Slalf Umv Apnl 29
Umv f/ Orraon April 30. Easlrrn
Wasninaton Umv May 2 Washington
Stair Umv May 3
C««« your local college newspapers
lor limes and locations
Iohn and I were amazed at the
response we received from your
readers of the Fall/Winter issue ol
Break magazine on the article

ruiiiimi
Durand W Ache*
FouoniNCHirr
ludith Sims
• uocuri EDITOR
Byron Laursen
«r DIRECTORS
Chit > itiei Dan Eicholtz
C I «C L. , » l<" , MANAGE!
K. ... ••• .<ad.Ha
Lynne Barttow
Los Angeles
1680 North Vine Ste 900
Hollywood CA 90028
12131 462-717S
PRESIDINT.
ADVERTISING
AND MARKETING
left DKkey
SALES COORDINATOR
Norma Cortes
New York
134 Lexington Ave. Third Fir
NYC NY 10016 12121 696-0994
DIRECTOR Of
NATIONAL SALES
Larry Smuckler

A female cyclist demonstrates blurring spent at the finish lime.
Iohn Zimmerman. Sports Photographer "
Iohn has had many articles written on his photography over the
years Brraft may be a slim magazine put out by Eastman Kodak
but we've received more calls and
notes from readers than from
some of the larger national photo
magazines We've heard from students at UCLA. Berkeley. Michigan
State. Duke University and from
other amateur photographers from
Connecticut and New York - quite
a representation nationwide Your
layouts were well presented and
your cover was striking'
Thanks for Inviting Iohn to appear in your magazine
Iohn 6 Drlorrs Zimmerman

While reading your fine article
on photographer Iohn Zimmerman in the Fall/Winter issue of
Brrah Magazine. I was struck by the
beauty of the photography of the
diver which appeared on page 10 I
would very much like a postersized grint of this photograph and
since I know of no way to contact
Mr Zimmerman directly. I would
greatly appreciate any help you
could give me concerning my
request
Nicholas Hour
Minneapolis MN
Wr re sorry to say that Mr Zintmrrman
in/orms us tnrrr is no poster available
We're happy to say however that you
have ternhc taste in photographs'.

with its paw around a man I have
two questions about it First what
is the situation of the picture why
is the leopard holding on to the
man' Secondly is there some way
lor me to get a print ol this for a
poster?
Sfrvr E/mfr
Chicaoo IL
Srvrral readers requested more information about this photograph — but unfortunately we could learn only the name of
Ihr photographer - Tracy Wyalt — and
tnr approximate year 11981 or 19821 it
was taken There is no poster Sorry

©1984 Alan Weston Publishing and
published for Eastman Kodak Company Rochester NY 146*0 by Alan Weston Communications Inc corporate
offices - 1680 North Vine Suite 900
Hollywood CA 90028. Richard I Kreul.
President All rights reserved Letters
become the property of the publisher
and may be edited Publisher assumes
no responsibility for unsolicited manuscripts Published two times during the
school year Annual subscription rate is
S3 00 To order subscriptions or notify
change of address, write Brrti 1680
North Vine Suite 900 Hollywood CA
90028
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4 FOUR GOOD REASONS TO TAKE PICTURES
6 ACTRESS PAMELA BELLWOOD
10 ACTION ON WHEELS
Four new films make even the most dtffiiull situations etuer lo Handle

Hrr trawls and her work — Dynasty - keep her snapping'

Prow Ifcr Olympics at thr Gwrs 1984 Bicyclr Classic

**f mrtmentt

8 STUDENT TRAVEL ESSAY
12 CALENDAR
14 FREEZE FRAME
Ron Emmon s Road to Rio

Guide lo spring froliiking

A most (oiorful chapeau

As I was thumbing through
ireak for Fall 1983. I noticed
the picture in the lower right hand
corner of the Freeze Frame section the picture of the leopard

THE COVER
Cueists slrrat into a turn at last year's Coors Bicytlr Classic Photograph
by loseph Dam/I I For more words and piclurrs on Iks rurnt see page 10 I
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FILMS
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KODAK

Color Films That Do It All
B v
Have you ever wanted to photograph a rock concert? Perhaps
you tried, and learned later that
your film was not sensitive
enough to make well-exposed, brightly colored prints Have you ever
thought of shooting extreme
close-ups of stamps coins or
printed pages then dropped
the Idea because you didn't
believe you could capture the
intricate details'
Eastman Kodak Company
now has four color print films
available - Kodacolor VR films
- which can give you
outstanding photographs of
almost any event or subiect
worth remembering The films
are named Kodacolor VR 100.
200. 400 and 1000 film
Generally the rule of thumb
is that a slower film will yield
sharper and finer-grained
prints than a faster film High
numbers like 1000 mean the
film needs less light but is
likely to render images with
slightly more grain when compared with a lower speed film
Kodacolor VR 100 film is the
sharpest, finest-grained color
print film that Kodak has ever
made It's ideal for shooting
portrait-type scenes or still
lifes in bright light With
Kodacolor VR 100 film you can
get optimum sharpness at a
wide variety of lem> -*»t»tflgs
For panoramic vistas, a smaV
VR 200 IUm w.rki writ ,,
cUadf i;> iMUm Uft) ami
t*r tittup "MwtraiU" liU—n
»r tut (mttUm crater).
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lens opening means that subiects from several feet away to infinity will remain in focus
Faster, yet still very fine-grained.
Kodacolor VR 200 film is ideal for scenic and
nature photography, especially when the

light is overcast Kodacolor VR 200 film also
serves well for indoor flash pictures at parties, when good depth of field is required
This film is also excellent for candid scenes
of friends and family since it's higher speed
allows for slight and unexpected movement in your subiects It can even handle
brightly lit Interiors
If you're looking for a film
that can handle brightly lit subiects. but one that can also
freeze motion and respond in
low light. Kodacolor VR 400
film is more appropriate than
its lower speed cousins
In many nonflash situations
such
as
indoor
shots.
Kodacolor VR 400 film may be
the best bet Enlargements will
probably be sharp with mini
mal graininess And in bright
sunlight Kodacolor VR 400 film
is quite adaptable enabling
you to stop sports action with
a fast shutter speed
In low-light situations bordering on the extreme - like
the aforementioned rock concert — an ideal solution is
Kodacolor VR 1000 film With a
telephoto lens in bright sunlight you could stop Nolan
Ryan's fastball in midflight
Even at a nightt game
Kodacolor VR 1000 film could
freeze most of the action
Kodacolor VR 1000 film is
also extremely useful for in\QonUnurd on pogt .14\
VR 1000 IUm. fr,tt,t ,1 Ike
VR'i. It ptrjttt ftr Hliht iktllnt
(KM. I«f». Tdr tmttlni girl llrftl
mu tntffti with VR 100 fin.

I

Your story takes shape better
with TRIMPRINT instant pictures.
i **<+

Unlike ordinary instant
pictures, a TRIMPRINT can be
lifted away from its bulky back.
So TRIMPRINTS are the thinnest
instant pictures of all. What's
more, you can cut them to any
shape, to keep anyplace^
So get Kodak TRIMPRINT
Instant Color Film and let your
story take shape.

KODAMATIC'Instant Cameras
and TRIMPRINT'lnstant Color Film. Only from KODAK.

B*fIwrti wht icniUert trawl mi aAataara»»» "an Uyllfe ttlltmt." caftuni ttmt
memtrtHe Immei frcm Ma* tnuni the
mrU: a* Afrk*» trlbftwomm (If ft I. a* Aalaa
family liintl, ami taw mllfaa laaanma
mmrn (rfydli

Dynasty Star Behind the Camera

PAMELA BELLWOOD
B V

U

BRAUNSTEIN

Television viewers know her as Claudia
Blaisdel. the resident crazy on ABC-TV's
nighttime soap Dynasty, but actress
Pamela Be 11 wood lives
a secret life when not
performing before the
cameras She likes to
work Mini them Bellwood is a professional
photographer whose work
has appeared In several
American magazines She
has also published articles and photographs
throughout Europe and
much of the world, working for a French press
syndicate.
Bellwood. sitting in her
tiny dressing room on the second floor of
Stage 4 at Warner Bros studio in Hollywood,
munches a sandwich - a sparse lunch — as
she spreads color and black-and-white prints
on a couch for a guest She has been at the

sprint

1984

lull

studio since 7am. and having finished for
the day. will soon return to her stylish house
some fifteen minutes north in the Hollywood
Hills
A self-confessed travel
lunkie. the brown-haired,
green-eyed
Bellwood
found she was able to
pursue a few of her hobbies whenever she was on
leave from Dynasty —
namely writing photography and a high sense of
adventure Her assignments have taken her
to the World Cup Soccer Match in Argentina.
Northern Kenya to cover
rhinoceros poaching river
rafting in Thailand, plus excursions to Hong
Kong and the Philippines
I've always loved to write, says Bellwood.
who has no formal training as a lournallst.
and I started writing much earlier than my

getting involved in photography I've only
been involved with photography now for
about five or six years It lust evolved
because throughout my travels. I would see
a lot of things that I would want to capture
And like most free-lance writers. Bellwood
also learned that it didn't hurt to be able to
take photos of a story that you were covering
Another thing that didn t hurt was having
well-respected British photo-iournalist Nik
Wheeler for a boyfriend Wheeler - who
among other things was a Vietnam combat
photographer for UPI - has had his photographs published in books as well as in Uk
Timr. Urwswtek and Ndtimal Geographic His
work has taken him all over the world, to
places like China the Himalayas and Iraq It
was Wheeler, naturally, who pushed
Bellwood to develop her skills
Many times when we would travel
together, me on assignment and him doing
the photographs. I would turn to him and
say. Oh. darling please shoot that. ' says
Bellwood Nik would simply say. Why not
get a camera and shoot it yourself?' "
By studying Wheeler's pictures, and by
using a camera at every free opportunity.
Bellwood was eventually able to develop a
keen eye. as the photos seen here will attest
I certainly cant compete with the caliber of
Nik's work, but being with him is a very good
learning experience By seeing the things

LEBRITY

PHOTOGRAPHER

Bacfc In L»» Anfelei Bellw—4 *>lian« In latin* mltlurrt of fur DyiiaMy cMtara — tut* mt
l»nn Forty tnr (Mm).

that he saw and then seeing how he went
about photographing them, it was a very
good way to learn in the field"
Though she first started by using an old
Nikon camera that had been lying around
their house in Los Angeles and coupling
that with some ol Wheelers old lenses, it
wasn't long before Bellwood acquired a wide
array of her own equipment Today she uses
a Nikon EM camera and will typically take a
24 mm. 35 mm 50 mm and a 75-to-l50 mm
zoom lenses on a shoot
Like many photographers. Bellwood enioys
photographing people There is always a
large demand for her candid shots of her fellow Dynasty costars A huge spread photographed by Bellwood recently appeared in.
US magazine, and the demand for photos
and stories about the hit prime-time drama
is as large overseas as it is here
While she enjoys this type of photography.
Bellwood is also partial to sports, having
photographed the Holmes/All fight in Las
Vegas kick boxing in Thailand and swamp
buggy races in Florida Says Bellwood Photography is something that I could be comfortable doing for the rest of my life And if I
were ever to stop acting nothing would make
me happier than to keep traveling make my
expenses, shoot my film and go from one
place to another To me that would be an
idyllic way to live"
There are some people, though who
wouldn't complain about the life Bellwood
has led so far It has encompassed virtually
all forms of entertainment A native New
Yorker. Bellwood first tasted acting while attending an eastern college and later performed in Boston. London and on Broadway
in Butterflies Aw fret Her film credits Include

Two-Minulf Warning Airport 77 and The Incraiib\e Shrinking Woman And on television you've
probably seen her on Mannu Police Story.
Barrtta and her own short-lived series called
WEB But the show that helps finance
Bellwood s wanderlust is Dynasty which is
consistently rated within television's top five
shows, according to Nielsen surveys
If there is a relaxed look in the photographs ol her subiects. Bellwood chalks it all
up to her own acting experience I think it's
easier for actors to relax in front of other actors. " says Bellwood And. pursuing her passion for acting, cameras and film. Bellwood
says she would someday like to get behind a
motion picture camera and direct
I ve directed some th»ater pieces which
is something that I really enloyed doing, she
says, and I think that I'm good with actors'
The ever-active actress already has plans
in the works to achieve this goal She is talking to investors about financing a documentary which she would direct It would follow
the progress of leopards that have been in
captivity are deprogrammed to live in their
natural environment, and then are taken to
Kenya to be released ir\the wild Also part ol
the protect is a partner of George Adamson
whose late wife. loy. wrote Born Fret
Until that protect gets off the ground
Bellwood will keep busy with photography when she has' the time For Bellwood the
camera is an extension of her abilities as an
actress I like the fact that you are making a
statement similar to acting, only you use
your point of view instead of your body It's
not |ust your choice of subject that makes
the statement, but the way you make that
choice and the way you care to photograph
it That becomes your statement

ON THE
ROAD TO RIO
Our first Student Travel Photographer is Ron Emmons a British
native who graduated from San Francisco State and is currently
freelancing his writing and photography talents He has traveled extensively through South America, the East, and Africa He calls this series
On the Road to Rio "
B
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II s easy to despair What chance
does an enthusiastic amateur
have against the professionals
with their sophisticated equipment and experience' The answer
is that we already possess a tool
more valuable than any number ol
elaborate lenses or niters - our
eyes Equipped with a 35 mm
camera and an eye for the unusual, anyone can take interesting
photos These examples, taken recently on the road to Rio de
laneiro Irom Caracas. Venezuela,
should give some idea ol what is
possible from an amateur
One uselul technique is to isolate
uour subpct Remember that your
power as a photographer lies in
controlling the frame and guiding
the focus of the viewer As with all
art. suggestion arouses curiosity
by not showing the whole picture
If you isolate a subject from its
context, you encourage the viewer
to look at it in a new light
The brilliant-colored rock at the
base of lasper Falls in the Gran
Sabana region of Southwest Venezuela is a good example In the
picture of the falls themselves (A),
the red rock appears in context
No color filters are used here, only
a polarizing filter The movement
of the water is achieved by choosing a slow shutter speed and small
aperture
The Opera House in Manaus is
another example of a much-photographed object This lavish
structure, the materials lor which
were imported from Europe,
proves the fulfillment ol a dream
for men such as Fitzcarraldo (in
Herzog's film of the same name),
the barons of the rubber boom In
the late 19th century The building
echoes a bygone era and is nothing if not incongruous in the middle ol the Amazon fungle In this
case |B). the curving pattern ol the
plaza in the foreground guides the
eye to the historic structure
A boat trip on the Rio Negro offered a glimpse of a different side
of Manaus Irom the splendor of
the Opera House (C) These shacks
scattered along the banks form an
interesting social comment as well
as a colorful composition
A reflection in the harbor at
Manaus in Brazil offers an interesting abstract composition (D) Here
colors and (orm predominate.
1 V ' i » «
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making any explanation' ol the
subiect unnecessary Such a shot
is great lood for an imaginative
viewer and allows him/her to take
part in the creative process
Isolation can often lead to in-

congruity By focusing on the steps
leading to the swirling waters of
the Rio Negro in Manaus (E|. two
normally incompatible subjects
establish a strong relationship
Sensitivity to nature's moods
can often transform a mediocre
shot into a good one Patience
may offer the reward of capturing
the right moment The sunset over
Manaus and the Rio Negro IF] is j
good example which evokes a
mood of calm at the days end
The silhouettes of the buildings on
the left achieve a sense of balance
which creates an overall harmony
in the composition
No record of a trip to Rio would
be complete without a shot of
Carnaval ICI The Carnaval in late
February provides perhaps the
most photogenic human celebration in the world But at all times
of the year the samba dancers in
their exotic outhts are on display
at special shows, and the photographer's greatest problem is in
deciding what not to shoot As always with people, an expressive
face is all it takes to convey a
happy mood
Most important then, is to be
aware of your intention when looking through your viewfinder Do
you |ust want a souvenir of your
vacation which you could find in a
postcard? Or do you want the
chance to be creative with your
camera' Each time you use the
camera, find a locus, whether it's a
mood you want to evoke, an unusual sight, or an incongruity you
want to highlight Clear intentions
make clear pictures Remember
that unur eye is a umqut tool

Equipmrit! and Film

ATTENTION:
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS
Students are encouraged (nagged, evenl to submit Student
Photo Essays — a series ol pictures related by a common
theme or point of view and/or Student Travel Photos
iThey are not the same!I We
accept black-and-white prints
or color slides Be sure to write
your name and address on
every photograph, and include
a stamped, self-addressed envelope so that we may return
the pictures Please be patient,
this could take several months.
as we publish only twice a year
Each group of photographs

must be accompanied by a
prose essay explaining what
where, and when, plus any
technical information you
deem important
Pertinent advice Send only
sharply focused unusual pictures Were not fond of blurs
collages, or backyard family
snapshots, however valuable
they may be to you We crave
lascmating intelligent terrific
photographs and we pay real
money - SIOO for the Student
Photo Essay. $75 lor the Student Travel Photos

The photos were taken with a Chinon CE-4 camera using 28 mm. 50
mm. and 135 mm lenses For
specification of individual shots,
see below Kodachrome 64 film
was used in all cases, except the
last shot of Carnaval in Rio. which
was taken with Kodak Ektachrome
160 him Individual specifications
If'- Polarizing Filter)

lAi
IBI
(Cl
|D|
|E|
|F|
(Gl

50 mm P
28 mm P
135 mm
135 mm
135 mm
135 mm
135 mm

\Lxpoiurr in tnr input
A polarizing hlter is a great help to
cut down the suns glare, and I
frequently underexpose by one
stop to bring out the richness of
the colors
f» k
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The Colorado

Coors Classic
BY

SUSAN

EASTMAN

Who ate the world s greatest athletes1
Competitive bicycle racers according to the venerable dons ol Oxford
University who lound that the cyclists burn
more calories during a race than a human
could possible eat in the same period have
the greatest lung capacity and are. overall
the most physically fit of any category of
athletes According to some venerable photographers, bike riders also represent one of
the greatest challenges in the whole field of
action photography When the Coors Classic.
the maior US bicycle race, rolls through the
imposing Rocky Mountains from luly 13-22
1984 it will be both a preview ol the upcoming Olympic Summer Games in Los Angeles
and a potentially rich photographic event
Cyclists from at least 30 nations are expected to attend riding bikes that cost as
much as S2 000 on tires of silk thinly latexcovered that are more valuable than
passenger-car radials Recognized as the national tour of America by the Union Cycliste
Internationale of Geneva Switzerland the
Coors Classic is one of the largest mens
races in the world and the very largest
womens race Over eleven days the cyclists
will spin out of Denver into the Rockies and
through Vail and Aspen before returning to
Denver It s a stage race so the ultimate
winner will have the lowest accumulative
time for all of the event's day-long races The
winner will also climb a total of so000 feet in
oxygen-light mile-high terrain
Cycling is the hardest sport I ever shot
says free-lance photographer loseph Daniel.
a tall bushy-bearded and laid-back native of
Boulder Colorado Sports Ulustralti Rolling
Slont and Ceo are some of his clients We
meet at the ramshackle two-story Victorian
house he is lust beginning to restore and
Daniel is covered with plaster dust I ask how
an amateur photographer can get great bicycle racing photos and Daniel quips Buy one
of my prints
Throw caution to the wind.' he adds in a
10
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break

Last item's Classic scenes Gorgeous scenery
surrounding Ike cgcllsts dtp right), wracking
exhausllo., after a race lakoveh and kike
wheels shining like diamonds In Ike turn
Irlghtl The riders racing tret Ike undulating
countryside Hop left I are from another lime.
another race .. . hut Ike keaulg and Intensity
are Ike §ame.
serious vein Use lots of film Keep in mind
that relative to the good shots film is cheap
Go for the more difficult situations knowing
that your percentage is a lot less but when
you do hit it. you II have the quality photo
that is worthwhile
Daniel sees many neophyte photographers
as overconcerned with equipment and technique Bicycle racing happens so fast that
being relaxed and ready is the only way to
grab the best shots A good doctrine to use
in photography is the KISS rule' says Daniel
which means Keep It Simple Stupid Two
lenses a wide-angle and a telephoto are all
you II really need for 90 percent of action
shooting I mainly use a 24 mm and a 300
mm. but any variations thereof will do Next
establish your plan of shots''
Daniel has a favorite photo angle — cyclists spinning through a corner and heading
directly toward the camera He stands on the
opposite side of the street past a turn ready
with a telephoto lens on a tripod-mounted

camera He watches a few laps to find the
point where a cyclist navigating the turn will
fill a whole frame and sets his shutter at
I 500th of a second Then he fires whenever
he senses a dramatic moment The pictures
freeze an instant when leg muscles are exerting and well delineated and faces are up.
studying what lies past the turn
Michael Chntton photographer lor the
Quad Citg Times for the past three years has
also been staff photographer for the Coors
Classic Bookish in appearance Chntton
takes fabulous pictures but is highly selfcritical He says his greatest clanger is in getting too excited by the action and losing his
photographic perspective His favorite technique is using a flash in full daylight This
lifts shadows from faces and accentuates the
glistening ol sweat on muscular arms and
legs Chntton sets up in much the same
manner recommended by Daniel but with
flash at the ready When a sub|ect comes
into the area on which he has prefocused. he

THE OLYMPIC
SUMMER GAMES

CYCLING PREVIEW

The pkotoaraphtf i Hani and camera art vlilUt In the bottom a) tkii wtie-anale paean to
tprti llrfll Four rxamplei lielaw) of wkt, expert! (all cntllttt the "aremtttt alHUtet" ol any
iptrl.

hits the shutter button and pans the camera
with the action of the cyclist This produces a
shot wherein the racer is in tight focus but
the stationary obiects behind - spectators
and scenery - are blurred emphasizing the
feeling of speed
David Epperson, senior photographer for
Buyclr Sport magazine goes for the human
side of sports photography From his home
base in Corona Del Mar California Epperson
shoots windsurfing and surfing, too. but his
favorite is cycling
I like the emotional end of bike racing because an emotional photo can really tell the

story. Epperson says It doesn't have to be
a shot on the course to be good I like to
hunt around go around the course and see
what's happening, even lust follow a cyclist
until he does something
I like to take photos of the racers being
comforted by their wives of girlfriends after a
race Also, when they are cleaning up or cooling off by pouring water from their water bottles over their faces That kind of thing makes
good photos
Epperson suggests using common sense
when approaching racers after an event
Usually they will be friendly approachable

and appreciative of your attention But he
cautions, if someone has crashed, is dizzy or
hurt be sensitive to them and know when to
backoff
Epperson also recommends using a wide
angle and a telephoto lens This range in
addition to the standard 50 mm that is typically supplied with a camera covers you for a
variety of photo possibilities
All three of our experts suggest developing
familiarity with your equipment Use your
camera often Practice holding the camera
with the same hand that hits the shutter button while the other hand manipulates the
focus ring on the lens When these actions
become second nature, you II be ready to
grab spontaneous shots to focus pan and
shoot in a single motion as a cyclist blurs by
at 54 miles per hour Whether you're on the
scene at the Coors Classic this coming luly
or at any other action-filled e\ nt. these are
the techniques by which you can document
great athletic performances

eaU*uh*
NORTHWEST
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Gfbfafli
An unusual race lakes plate May
26 21 m Daraaao. as cydlftf gather lor
20-to-50-mile r<»*1 rates The highlight
it rhr event is the Iron Horse and Bicy
< le R*e m *hu h i y. lists fate a steam
kocnffloliwc from drnvntown Dutango to
Silvertnn Call (MM, 247.0*12 lot more
nl(,rmali'»n
Bum Ins ol burros will be rated dur*»i Crtppta Creeks Donkey Day; lune,
.'* and 24 for more information call
I Mil MM 2M)2
lune 29 through luly 4 oilers the
largest Fourth ol luly rodeo celebration
m the country Greetey. Colorado is
the- place Call i*ni 352 3566

The Ravinia Festival Highland Park.
last week of lune through August The
summer home ol the Chicago Symphony oilers a wide variety ol pop iazz
and dance over the course of its season For more information call |3I2|
782-9696
Fort de Chartres Rendezvous Prairie
da Rocker, first weekend in lune This
Early American lestval features a Fife
and Drum Corps competition and
people speaking French le vous voir
non"*
Inuit Art Exhibit March 3 May 27
Field Museum ol Natural History
Chicago Wood bone antler lur and
grass obiei dan Irom the Bering Sea Eskimos cover the technological adaptation ol the people Inlo |1I2| 922-9410

WaemJaje
One ol the most exciting and popular
ol the myriad race events in ihe region
the Pole Peddle Paddle - «. combi
n.iiion ski bicycle and kayak rate annually attracts ihouands ol spectators
and hundreds ol competitors April 7th or 14th depending on weather Information lor this event can be found at 13071
7)) 1316

Wknml*

O**0M
May 19-20 will be the Tygh Valley All
Indian Rodeo The Northwest Cham
pionship will be held in The Da Res.
and the number tor information is (503)
483-2238 or (503) 296-2231
Ufa*
On May 10 the Golden Spike Anmver
sary is celebrated in northern Utah at
Promontory Point There is a reenact
ment ol the loming of two coasts by the
early railroad Call (8011 471-2209
Salt Lake City features a Scottish
Festival with athletic Highland games
The traditional music dancing and costumes will take place sometime in lune
In the spring you can find the exact
date by calling iHOh 322 4815

Mr*
In a geographic triangle between
Spokane Washington. Coeur d Alene
Idaho and Priest Lake Idaho is the
Prlqst Lake Memorial Day Spring Fes
tival and Flotilla The ceremony decks
out boats as Moats and the floating
parade cruises the lake towns where
the local people have their own celebrations For more information call the
Priest Lake Chamber ol Commerce at
12081443-2049
The National Old Time Fiddlers Contest has been rated by the American
Bus Association as one ol the top attractions in the country Call |208|
549-0452 to find out the liddlin times
W«sfWn«f#*
China 7000 will be a unique exhibit of
7000 years ol Chinese innovation The
summer-long living fair will have Republic ol China nationals demonstrating Chinse innovations such as the first
wood-lrame buildings the first movable
type the first silk embroidery and
other hands-on demonstrations of early
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Chinese technology This will be the
only exhibit ol its kind in the western
US and will run from March t to August
3| at the Pacific Science Center in the
Seattle Center Call i206| 625-9333 for
more information
MirfcaWTftlHrfl

SOUTHWEST
Nmk
Carson Valley Days Mlnden &
G*rd*ervHte. first week in lune A nostalgic look .it a once roaring semiindustrial area where the Comstock
Lode yielded $50)000000 in silver and
gold For details call |702> 782-2172

New Mexico
Arts dnd Crafts fun Albuquerque, lune
24-26 200 artisans- exhibit their crafts
at the 32nd annual land largest)
arts & crafts fair in New Mexico Call
the State Fairgrounds at |505| 884-9043
Nth annual El Rancho de los Golandrinas Spring Festival Santa Fe, April
10 May I Traditional Spanish colonial
crafts with lots of color and atmosphere Ideal lor sketching and photography For further information call
1505(471-2661
26th Annual Rio Grande Water Fiesta
PHar. May 8 Seventy-five canoe/kayak
experts perform an aquatic version ol a
Chinese lire drill Slalom and marathon
races along 10 miles ol white-water
chaos are featured in this test ol endurance

MMM
Old Tecsoa, west of the city A stage
built in 1939 for the movie Anaw and
since used in over 100 movies and TV

Almett a risuaf <lkke. tke GalaVa Gale
kridte in Saa Fraadare it iliil *nr #f Ike
prettied remtem to risfl tkU Calibrate
c«a.
productions and who knows how many
miles of home movies Call the Arizona
Ollice ol Tourism lor more information
1602) 255-3618
Wild
Bunch
&
Vigilantes
Tombstone, every Sunday Mainstreet
closed lor photo-taking of this
reenaclment ol the O K Corral shootout 1602) 457-2211
CMHfrmlm
Pacific Crest Trail Shasta Cascade
area A hiking patch that will eventually
link Canada with Mexico meanders
through this region
Twenty-thousand-year-old lava How
Owens Valley, Excellent for blackand-white photography Leave the sixpack at the bottom as this climb requires the precision and agility ol a
mountain goat Call BLM s resource
area at |6I9| 446-4526
San Diego, mecca of Animals lor the
Performing Arts Three maiur animal at
tractions (the world-famous San Diego
Zoo Sea World with its penguins and
the Wild Animal Park) will give the ol
camera a real workout Call |6I9| 239
9696 for recorded visitor information
Trias
San Antonio River San Aatoalo —
people watchers paradise A boat ride
through the central city oilers a particularly festive view ol this culturally
oriented city Don t forget the Alamo'
Call Visitor Information Center toll Iree
- |800| 531-5700
Deaa Ekftelft

The Great Wisconsin Dells Balloon
Rally Wlaconaln Delta lune 1-3 They II
be blowing a lot of hot air in the skies
over central Wisconsin as up to 100
balloon enthusiasts take to the air For
the stick-in-the-muds on the ground
beer will be available iust like always
Summerfesi Milwaukee, lune 28luly 8 This lakelront extravaganza is the
prototype lor all others, and remains
the best blast for your buck Top name
rock, pop and iazz performers have ap
peared here in the past For information call (414(273-2680
«, Mianrfota
Danish Day Wabash Park
Minneapolis, lune 3 Hot Danish' Every day
is Svensday at this lower Scandinavian
folk lest Food dancing and, colorful
costumes highlight a fun day Inlo
(612) 297-3879
Grandmas Marathon DM kith, lune
16 This traditional marathon race begins at Twin Harbors and winds its way
along the lakeshore to Grandmas Saloon and Deli For info call |6I2| 7293800
Minnesota Finlandia Ski Marathon
March 3-4 B«aUc*)l The longest and
the only two-day cross-country
marathon in the Great American Ski
Chase will start under the shadow ol
the legendary Paul Bunyon and Babe
the Blue Ox Info (2181 751-0041

IMM
Drake Relays last weekend in April
Drake University Das Molaaja. A maior
rrack and field event Info 15I5| 2712102
The Grant Wood An Festival second
Sunday in lune Stoae Ctty. Stone City
and Animosa honor their famous native
American painting son with an music
dance, and a Grant Wood Country tour
featuring the house made famous in
American Gothic
ftkkmrd LeWaaaa
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Scottish Highland Games and Festivals
Duncdln m late March lacksonvMe in

b r t ,
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■arly April bagpipe competition darters
Festival of States St. Petersberg.
irly April parades antique cars naional marching band tournament
Cape Canaveral. You can empathize
*ith TV Riafit Stuff by seeing an actual
Ht-off This year with up to 10
heduled it is easier than ever to ob. rve a space shuttle lift-oft
Gearai*
\ight in Old Savannah. mid-April
•*owdy raucous times celebrating the
*ay the city used to be
Kentucky
Dogwood Festival Padacah. mid-April
features a lighted tree walk
Derby Festival & Race Louisville.
' rsi week of May balloons and steamboat races culminating with the running of the world famous Kentucky Derby

Pacific Avenues iust oH the Boardwalk
and around the corner from Community
Chest Barnegat info |609| 494-2016
Absecon (609) 345-6328
Action Park Vernon. More than iust
an amusement park there s the Avalanche Water Drop four water slides
speed boats a Whitewater Rapids Ride
the Tidal Wave Pool with man-made
ocean waves and something called the
Kamakazi Be prepared to get wet This
place is crazy (201)827-2000
Ballaenina it aurarertiaa mil aver far
<euntry \riaM) »Ml wrhlt'-water aSO**Ina (trim-> It a*\a far the ttrama at heart
lead *»t>|.

Lauisimma
Spring Fiesta New Orleans. mid-April
beauty pageant parade general whoopee
Contraband Days Lake Charles, late
April through early May Caiun music
fills the air also parades and boat
races
NarlH Carellna
Artsplosure - The Raleigh Arts Fair
Raleigh, mid April
Sent* CereJMa
Spoleto 84 Charleston. May 25-lune
10 As the brochure says the worlds
most comprehensive arts festival in a
city that rs an art lorm itself Lotsa
music Call (803) 722-2764 for more information
Carolina
Steeplechase
Races
Springdale Race Course Camden, early
April
Festival ol Roses Oraneebarg. late
April or early May canoe race and air
show
Heres one to restructure your travel
plans around Hell Hole Swamp Festival in |a*
Tennemee
Dogwood Arts Festival Knotvthc, April
13-29 Blossoms queen crafts sports
parades and - no surprise - a flower
show Call )6I5| 637-4561 if you need to
know more
Polk County Ramp Tramp NashvWe,
mid-April bluegrass music mountain
meals and a beauty contest celebrate (he combination of two vegetables7
Worlds Largest Fish Fry Paris, last
week of April, a parade rodeo and
thousands of pounds of fresh river catfish
Be* Amdetmam

EAST

CENTRAL

New Jersey
lune also marks the reopening of the
Garden States two most lamous lighthouses the Barnegat Lighthouse at
State Park Long Beach Island: and.
further south the Absecon Lighthouse
m Atlantic City, on Rhode Island and

WasNiaatM. DC
Festival of American Folk Lite National Mall. From lune 23-27 and lune
30-luty 4 music crafts and heritage are
celebrated at this outdoor test along
with plenty of food and drink Free too
(2021 357-2700
The Gross National Parade late
April early May In a city of such pomp
and questionable circumstance this
zany outing is the most hilarious breath
of fresh air all year Anyone can watch
or even participate in the punctured
pageantry where all the marchers are
iust a bit out of step You have to see it
to believe it (202l 686 3081
Maryland
Wild World MhcheNvNIe Another wet
t-shirt theme park with water rides
animals shows and games 1301) 2491500 Over 300 acres to explore
NnrVeHr
Washington Square Outdoor Art Show
Greenwich VIMage, lune 2-3 and lune
9-10 Aside from the many traditional
and avant-garde works displayed
around the park the Art Show is also a
great place to see and meet people
F.vcryone comes out for it
Festival of St Anthony Sullivan St
Greenwich Village, lune 717 Ydu
dont have to be Italian to enioy the
great homemade foods and desserts
that'll tempt you down in Little Italy
The Kool lazz Festival kicks off its
city-wide outdoor concert series in late
lune
The Robot Exhibit through May 25
American Craft Museum New York
City Forget R2D2 - these are the real
McCoys, dating back decades

." ;j'i.
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PrnnsnlrariM
Raft Regatta luanita River Hnntlneton.
Aonl 28 Colorful white-water competition (8141643-3577
Fabulous Fifties Festival May 27-28
Mount Hope Estate and Winery
Cornwall. Drop your socks pile into the
old 57 Chevy and cruise on over Be
there or be square (717)665-7021
The annual Moxen Rattlesnake
Roundup will shake its tail the third
weekend of lune at the fire hall grounds
m Noien. After this you re on your
own |7I7) 2982372
Those of you who want to take time
out from the Punisutawney Groundhog
Festival in where else Pnnssvtawney,
lune 24-30 may want to check out trie
Lehman Tractor Pull on the Horse
Show Grounds in In hi ■ a. Woodchuck
lovers call (814) 938-7687 Tractor fans
call (717) 288-6784
Virainla
Charlottesville 35ih Annual Dogwood
Festival April 11-23 Charlottesville.
Track meets, fireworks thrill rides
games amusements concerts a parade
and lots of food and drink |804| 2936789
Road & River Relay Race May 13
Lexington Not as famous as the New
York Marathon this relay covers 16
miles 10 by bike 3 by running I by
sprinting and 2 downriver in a canoe*
Don t drop that baton
Festivalon-the-River May 26-27
Roanoke. Crafts contests a lug-of-war
music fireworks great food and the
spectacular river race made up solely of
homemade boats and rafts
Teas De Sema

The prize for New England s wittiest
spring event goes to Mount Snow for
the Annual Bull n Board Race transpiring on its Challenge Weekend April 7-8
For this one and we quote a ski writer
skis through giant slalom to a typewriter sits down and types a 100-word
news release then takes the paper and
finishes the course
No word on
whether grammar counts as much as
speed For more information about this
event call the Vermont Travel Division
at 1*0? i 828-3236
MesM<N4i*el!(
Feeling patriotic'1 Attend the annual
reenactment of the Battle of Lexington.
This colorful event takes place April 19
or thereabouts and momentarily brings
back redcoats minutemen and muskets For more information call |6I7|
861-1717
Feeling athletic? You could head for
Boston on the third Monday in April.
and run in the Boston Marathon If your
legs and lungs aren t quite up to the
26-mile course a more sensible tdea
would be to stand on the sidewalk and
lake pictures For more information,
call the Boston Athletic Association at
(617) 227-3210

New Hampshire
Annual Corn Snow Caper Wildcat Ski
Area lachson. April 7-8 (tentative
dates) A last hurrah for New Hampshire winter festivals For more information call the New Hampshire Office ol
Vacation Travel at (603) 271-2666

Csmmeetkut
No need to go to the 1984 Olympic
Summer Games to see first rate rowing
On April 8 (or April 15 - the date hasn t
yet been set) the Eastern Association
ol Women s Rowing Colleges will hold
its Championship Regatta at the Inn on
Lake Maramaug in Preston. For more
information call the Inn at (203) 868
0563
Ordinarily you wouldn t expect a nice
city like Bridgeport to honor PT Bar
num the hard-nosed circus man who
remarked There's a sucker born every
minute But Barnum was a Connecticut native and a mayor of Bridgeport
lor many years so thecjty has whipped
up a big celebration Tunning from
midlune to luly 4 Call the Barnum
Festival at (203(367-8495

Vemwnl
Annual Balloon Festival Qaeechee.
late lune Not those flimsy toys you buy
at a carnival and tie to your index
finger these are the stately hot air balloons that transport you across land at
a leisurely pace For more information
call 18021 295-7900

Maine
Third North Atlantic Festival of Storytelling ftockport. late lune Some of the
country s finest bards ol the tall tale
gather to celebrate their traditional
American art form which is part theater
and part poetry For more information
cal' '207| 236-9721
PaelRMta
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Kodacolor

FR EEZE

FRAME

VR FILMS
iCmirnunf from ptQt 41

door photography - at wedding of graduation ceremonies where Hash is not allowed,
or for candid shots where capturing the sublect in natural light is essential to the mood
You can even shoot by candlelight, provided
you hold the camera very steady
Because of its very high dim speed, hand
inspection is recommended at airport x-ray
security stations It requires no special processing, despite being a very high speed lilm
And its ability to photograph dimly lit images makes it the best choice lor a variety of
nighttime or indoor photo opportunities
The family of Kodacolor VR films offers the
photographer four superior films to meet almost any picture-taking situation
so. the
only limitation is the photographers own
imagination
Ktlen-treezlng filmr. The wtenklrr I Iff ( mm
sk.t wltk VR 1000 film, the ktttk*\\ ((,.!!.«I
w« slODHtd In mUfllthl r.» VR 400 film.

Beanie Whizzes to Victory
This issues winner is Tony Higgins of Tucson Arizona, who sent us six fine slides, from
which we selected this bright yellow helmet with propeller It's simple clean, and neatly
composed, with good framing provided by the muted background balloons Mr Higgins
earns $35 for his effort
We were quite pleased with most of the Freeze Frames we received this time the variety
and quality are definitely improving We would only caution future Freeze Frame contributors
that this section is designed for sin^l* photographs (although you may certainly submit more
than one at a time), each of which tells a story all by itself, or is visually brilliant, outrageously
humorous, and/or mind-grabbingly wonderful The other two categories (Student Photo Essay
and Student Travel Photographer) require uwral photos to complete the story."
Send your Freeze Frame hopefuls to (what else?) Freeze Frame. 1680 North Vine. Suite 900.
Hollywood. CA 90028 Be sure to include an appropriately-sized stamptd stll-addreatJ envelopt so
that we may return your photos (please be patient|. and print your name and address on tacit
picture
We have a few stray photographs on hand with names but no addresses, no envelopes, etc
If you have not received your Freeze Frame contribution (or any communication from us) by
February 15. and if you want your pictures returned, then send us the above-mentioned
stamped, self-addressed envelope
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Nothing on this page is easier to use
than the Kodak disc camera.
All you do is push the button The Kodak disc camera
does the rest' It automatically advances the film, and the
built-in flash knows exactly when to flash There's nothing to
focus, nothing to set Just slip it into your pocket, and you're
always ready to capture the fun Now what could be
easier than that-?
Get the Kodak disc camera soon
Q
And see for yourself what a snap it is1 AjL.
New Kodacolor VI? disc film now
UlSL
available, tOO1

Photography from Kodak

QUANTUM\LEAP
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__ Kodak film. It makes the grade.
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